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Résumé
Les virus ont besoin d’interagir avec des facteurs cellulaires pour se répliquer et se propager
dans les cellules d’hôtes. Une étude de l'interactome des protéines du virus d'hépatite C (VHC) par
Germain et al. (2014) a permis d'élucider de nouvelles interactions virus-hôte. L'étude a également
démontré que la majorité des facteurs de l'hôte n'avaient pas d'effet sur la réplication du virus. Ces
travaux suggèrent que la majorité des protéines ont un rôle dans d'autres processus cellulaires tel que la
réponse innée antivirale et ciblées pas le virus dans des mécanismes d'évasion immune.
Pour tester cette hypothèse, 132 interactant virus-hôtes ont été sélectionnés et évalués par
silençage génique dans un criblage d'ARNi sur la production interferon-beta (IFNB1). Nous avons
ainsi observé que les réductions de l'expression de 53 interactants virus-hôte modulent la réponse
antivirale innée. Une étude dans les termes de gène d'ontologie (GO) démontre un enrichissement de
ces protéines au transport nucléocytoplasmique et au complexe du pore nucléaire. De plus, les gènes
associés avec ces termes (CSE1L, KPNB1, RAN, TNPO1 et XPO1) ont été caractérisé comme des
interactant de la protéine NS3/4A par Germain et al. (2014) et comme des régulateurs positives de la
réponse innée antivirale. Comme le VHC se réplique dans le cytoplasme, nous proposons que ces
interactions à des protéines associées avec le noyau confèrent un avantage de réplication et bénéficient
au virus en interférant avec des processus cellulaire tel que la réponse innée.
Cette réponse innée antivirale requiert la translocation nucléaire des facteurs transcriptionnelles
IRF3 et NF-κB p65 pour la production des IFNs de type I. Un essai de microscopie a été développé
afin d'évaluer l’effet du silençage de 60 gènes exprimant des protéines associés au complexe du pore
nucléaire et au transport nucléocytoplasmique sur la translocation d’IRF3 et NF-κB p65 par un criblage
ARNi lors d’une cinétique d'infection virale.
En conclusion, l’étude démontre qu’il y a plusieurs protéines qui sont impliqués dans le
transport de ces facteurs transcriptionnelles pendant une infection virale et peut affecter la production
IFNB1 à différents niveaux de la réponse d'immunité antivirale. L'étude aussi suggère que l'effet de ces
facteurs de transport sur la réponse innée est peut être un mécanisme d'évasion par des virus comme
VHC.
Mots-clés: Virus d’hépatite C, VHC, interactants virus-hôte, immunité innée antivirale, complexe du
pore nucléaire, transport nucléocytoplasmique, criblage ARNi, translocation nucléaire, IRF3, p65,
microscopie, cinétique
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Abstract
Viruses interact with cellular factors in order to successfully replicate and propagate in host
cells. Germain et al. (2014) performed a proteomics analysis to elucidate viral-host interactors of
hepatitis C virus (HCV). They found that the majority of host factors did not have an effect on viral
replication, suggesting that these host proteins may be beneficial to the virus by affecting other cellular
processes such as evading the innate antiviral immunity.
To test that hypothesis, 132 virus-host interactors were selected and silenced by RNAi for their
effect on inteferon-beta (IFNB1) production as a readout of the innate antiviral response. 53 were
found to modulate the response with enrichment in the gene ontology (GO) terms related to
nucleocytoplasmic transport and the nuclear pore complex. An interesting point is that the genes
associated with these terms (CSE1L, KPNB1, RAN, TNPO1, and XPO1) were previously elucidated
as HCV NS3/4A interactors by Germain et al. (2014), as well as positive regulators of the innate
antiviral response. Although it is surprising that a cytoplasmic-replicating virus like HCV would
interact with proteins associated with the nucleus, we proposed that viruses interact with these proteins
for their benefit to interfere with the innate immune response.
The innate antiviral response requires the nuclear translocation of IRF3 and NF-κB p65 for the
production of type I interferons. As it is unclear which transporters or nucleoporins are involved, 60
genes associated with the nuclear pore complex and nucleocytoplasmic transport were studied for their
effect on the nuclear translocation of IRF3 and NF-κB p65 via a microscopy-based RNAi screen
during a 10-hour viral infection time course.
Overall, the study revealed that many of these proteins are involved in the trafficking of these
transcription factors during a viral infection, and can affect the production of IFNB1 at different levels
of the innate antiviral response. The study also suggests that the effect of these transport factors on the
immune response may be an evasion mechanism for viruses such as HCV.
Keywords: Hepatitis C virus, HCV, virus-host interactors, innate antiviral immunity, nuclear pore
complex, NPC, nucleocytoplasmic transport, RNAi screen, nuclear translocation, IRF3, p65,
microscopy, time course, kinetic
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.1 Hepatitis C Virus
1.1.1 Epidemiology
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) currently infects over 185 million individuals around the
world [1]. The virus primarily infects hepatocytes, and only 20-30% of those individuals are
able to clear the virus during the acute infection [2]. Persistence of the virus causes infected
individuals to enter the chronic phase where their condition can lead to several different
outcomes of liver disease such as cirrhosis and even hepatocellular carcinoma [2]. Therapies
to counteract the virus have become more efficient in recent years, but there is still no cure for
HCV globally due to treatment costs and the multiple genotypes of the virus that exist around
the world (Figure 1.1) [1].

Figure 1.1: HCV Genotype Prevalence by WHO GBD Region
This figure visually represents the amount of individuals affected by HCV per Global
Burden of Disease (GBD) region, as well as which genotypes are most common in
each area. Overall, genotype 1 is found in all regions, while the occurrence of the other
genotypes varies. (Figure from Messina JP, et al., Hepatology, 2015) [1]
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1.1.2 Virology
1.1.2.1 Genome
HCV, a member of the Flaviviridae family, is a positive-sense RNA virus, in which its
single-stranded genome can be directly translated into a single polyprotein via the internal
ribosome entry site (IRES) located on the 5' end of the virus coding sequence. This
polyprotein is composed of 10 viral proteins, where the first cleavage by cellular proteases
liberates core, E1, E2 and p7 proteins (Figure 1.2). The viral protein NS2 autocleaves itself
from NS3, thus allowing the protease function of NS3 to then cleave the rest of the nonstructural (NS) proteins: NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B [2-4].

Figure 1.2: HCV Genome
This figure shows the HCV genome, as well as which regions encode which proteins.
Scissors depict cleavage by cellular proteases, while the purple arrows depict cleavage
by the viral proteins. The role of each viral protein in the HCV life cycle is also
indicated. (Reprinted with permission from Lohmann V, et al., J Med Chem., 2014.
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.) [4].
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1.1.2.2 Life Cycle
1.1.2.2.1 Viral Entry and Viral RNA Release
Upon viral infection, HCV interacts with SR-BI, CD81, CLDN1 and OCLN on the
surface of host cells via the envelope protein E2 and, through a pH-dependent mechanism, the
virus is incorporated into the cell via clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Once the virus has
entered the cell, its envelope fuses with an acidic endosomal compartment, releasing the viral
RNA into the cytoplasm. (Figure 1.3) [3, 5].

1.1.2.2.2 HCV RNA Translation and Polyprotein Processing
The translation of HCV RNA is controlled by the IRES structure at the 5' nontranslated region (NTR) of the genome, recruiting the factors necessary for cap-independent
translation. The viral RNA is translated into a single polyprotein, which is then cleaved into 10
viral proteins by cellular and viral proteases. The mature proteins associate with ER
membranes, as well as the region formed by NS4B called the membranous web, a
compartment dedicated to HCV replication [3-5].

1.1.2.2.3 Viral Replication
HCV replication occurs within the membranous web, where the RNA polymerase
NS5B will create negative RNA strands from the original positive RNA strand. The negative
RNA strands will serve as template to further synthesize more positive-strand HCV RNA,
which can then be translated into additional viral proteins or be packaged into newly-formed
virions [3, 5].
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1.1.2.2.4 Virion Assembly and Egress
Virion assembly is initiated via the interaction between the core protein and HCV
RNA. The core protein induces lipid droplet (LD) formation and associates with these
structures, which serve as the platform for virus assembly [3, 5]. NS5A binds to the 3' NTR of
HCV RNA and transports it from the membranous web to the lipid droplets, where NS5A also
plays a role in infectious particle formation [6, 7]. NS2 is also thought to play a role in viral
assembly by interacting with multiple HCV proteins, such as E2, p7, NS3 and NS5A, to
properly orchestrate their roles in the vicinity of LDs [8, 9]. The newly-assembled virions,
composed of HCV RNA, core, E1, and E2, bud from the cells using a mechanism similar to
the VLDL secretion machinery. However, it is thought that while the viral particles go through
this secretory pathway, p7 protects them by neutralizing acidic compartments in the cell for
successful virion release [3, 5, 10].

Figure 1.3: HCV Life Cycle
This figure outlines the major steps of the HCV life cycle from viral entry to viral
particle budding from the cell. (Figure from Kim CW, et al., Clin. Mol. Hepatol., 2013) [3].
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1.1.3 Models for the Study of HCV
1.1.3.1 Replicon System
The replicon system encodes the viral proteins NS3 to NS5B of the HCV genome for
the study of HCV replication. The translation of the replicon is mediated by two IRES
sequences on the 5’ end of the replicon: the first IRES is from HCV which drives the
expression of the neomycin selection marker that is resistant against the cytotoxic compound
G418, while the second IRES is from Encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) which drives the
expression of the five viral proteins necessary for viral replication. The replicon also includes
the firefly luciferase (fLuc) gene, whose expression is driven by the HCV IRES, to measure
HCV replication by quantifying the luminescence produced. Having a quantifiable readout
makes the replicon the model of choice for high-throughput RNAi and chemical screens to
identify potential replication co-factors/restriction factors and stimulators/inhibitors,
respectively. The replicon system known as Con1b signifies the replicon which contains the
HCV 1b genotype. There are variations to the replicon system such as a monocistronic system,
and an additional GFP within the NS3 to NS5B region to visually identify cells containing
replication complexes in immunofluorescence microscopy. However, the replicon does not
represent a complete viral infection [4].

5’

EMCV IRES

3’

HCV IRES
Figure 1.4: Replicon System for the Study of HCV
This figure shows an example of a bicistronic replicon with two viral IRES: the first
from HCV encoding the firefly luciferase promoter and selection marker, and the second from
EMCV encoding NS3 to NS5B, the non-structural proteins of HCV important for viral
replication. (Adapted with permission from Lohmann V, et al., J Med Chem., 2014. Copyright
2014 American Chemical Society.) [4].
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1.1.3.2 JFH-1 System
JFH-1 is a full-length virus that is able to replicate in cell lines, based on the HCV 2a
genotype derived from a Japanese patient with fulminant hepatitis. To increase infectivity,
multiple chimeras were created, one of which is JC1. JC1 is a chimeric HCV genome
composed of J6 (encoding core to NS2 from another genotype 2a isolate), and JFH-1
(encoding NS3 to NS5B), which yields a viral titer 1000 times more efficient than the original
JFH-1 genome [4]. Just like in the replicon, JC1 has also been modified to contain a luciferase
gene, in this case renilla luciferase (RLuc), to measure the effects on the entire HCV genome,
which can be used in high-throughput RNAi and chemical compound screens, as well as other
constructs containing fluorescent proteins for visualization in microscopy [4].
There have been many mutations in the JFH-1 system in order to boost viral titers, but
permissive cell lines such as Huh-7.5 can also increase viral replication due to a point
mutation in RIG-I, a cytoplasmic RNA sensor, which disrupts the activation of IRF3 for the
production of ISGs to induce an antiviral state in the cell [11, 12].

a

b

Figure 1.5: JFH-1 System for the Study of HCV
Figure 1.5.a shows the original JFH-1 genome. Figure 1.5.b shows one of the many
chimeric versions of JC1 with the viral proteins from J6 and JFH-1 in dark grey and grey,
respectively. The particular JC1 chimera shown in (b) is called J6/JFH-1/p7RLuc2a due to the
inclusion of a RLuc promoter between viral proteins p7 and 2a. (Adapted with permission
from Lohmann V, et al., J Med Chem., 2014. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.)
[4].
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1.1.3.3 Mouse Models
Mice have been used as a model to study HCV infection in vivo. The first method, viral
adaptation, exposes the virus to mouse cells, which causes mutations in E1 and E2 in order to
adapt to the murine version of entry factors CD81 and OCLN. This mouse-adapted virus was
then tested on immortalized mouse liver cell lines, where the entire life cycle of the virus
successfully occurs. However, these were in cell lines with an impaired innate antiviral
immunity. Since this method involves the virus adapting to murine cell entry factors, studying
viral entry in this model may be influenced by the mutations required to effectively enter
mouse cells [13].
The second method uses mice transgenically-expressing HCV or human proteins in the
liver. This type of study was used to understand the interactions between viral proteins and the
effects on the host cell in an in vivo model. Expression of single viral proteins did not have an
effect, but the expression of multiple proteins together caused hepatocellular carcinoma. The
most well-known transgenic mice is the FL-N/35 mouse expressing the entire HCV
polyprotein at close to physiological levels, where hepatic steatosis, increased liver fibrosis
and increased risk of developing hepatocellular carcinoma was described. Another transgenic
mice is the genetically-humanized mouse model, which involves the expression of human
entry factors, such as CD81 and OCLN, delivered to the mouse via an adenoviral vector. The
human wild-type virus is unable to replicate properly in murine liver cells unless the mouse is
immune deficient, which then allows for a persistent infection. It is not yet known what kind
of liver disease this mice develop due to this persistent infection [13].
The third method to study HCV in mice is the xenotransplantation model, which
involves immunodeficient mice suffering from a liver injury. The immunodeficiency is
required to prevent the rejection of the primary human hepatocyte transplantation, and the
damaged liver is required for the human hepatocytes to have a growth advantage over the
murine ones. This specific mouse model is the most used to study HCV, but this human-liver
mouse chimera can only support the infection of HCV clones that are not based on JFH-1 [13].
Another mice model utilizing a human-liver chimera was the uPA-SCID mouse, which was
homozygous for the uPA-transgene, the overexpression of which results in liver dysfunction.
It was found that these mice were susceptible to HCV infection [14], whether it be based on
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the JFH-1 system or from viruses derived from patients of all genotypes [15], allowing for the
study of the entire HCV life cycle, as well as a model to test antiviral therapies. One method
tries to overcome the immunodeficiency aspect of these mice models by engrafting human
hepatocytes with human CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells. However, even though one group
was able to demonstrate a T-cell response to HCV infection, viral RNA could not be detected
and the immune activity of CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells is suboptimal, thus making it too
early to say whether this model will allow for the study of the adaptive immune response to
HCV infection [13].
Viral Adaptation

Xenotransplantation

Transgenic Mice

Wild-type
HCV

Adenoviral delivery of
HCV or human proteins

Human
hepatocytes

Human
hematopoietic
stem cells

Wild-type
HCV

Adaptation to murine
entry factors

Human-immune
system chimera

Mouse-adapted
HCV

Transgenic mouse
expressing HCV protein(s)

Transgenic mouse
expressing human
entry factors
(genetically
humanized)

Immortalized mouse
liver cell line

Human-liver chimera

Human-immune system/
human-liver chimera

Figure 1.6: Mouse Models for the Study of HCV
This figure shows the three different mouse models: viral adaptation, transgenic mice
and xenotransplantation. Viral adaptation involves the wild-type HCV to adapt to murine entry
factors in order to successfully replicate in immortalize mouse cell lines. Transgenic mice
involve the expression of HCV proteins. One method involves the transmission of human
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entry factors, delivered by an adenovirus, to support wild-type HCV infection. The third
model involves the transplantation of human hepatocytes in immunodeficient mice with a
damaged liver to favour the growth of human hepatocytes in the mouse liver. Mouse models
using human immune cells and the human-liver chimera are still not well-characterized for the
study of HCV infection and the adaptive immunity [13]. Blue indicates murine cells or liver,
while red and orange indicates human liver or human immune system.

1.1.4 HCV-Host Interactors
HCV requires cellular factors in order to effectively replicate, assemble, and propagate
to other host cells for its infection. Several RNAi studies have implicated a multitude of host
proteins to be pro-viral factors or restriction factors for the different steps of the HCV life
cycle [16, 17], but not many have addressed whether these host factors interact with viral
proteins to do so. Other studies have identified HCV-host interactors, but have not yet
elucidated the importance of all identified interactions to the HCV life cycle [18, 19].

Step of the
Life Cycle

HCV
Genome

Host
Factor

Effect of the
Interaction

Cell Entry

E1 & E2

CD81
CDLN1
OCLN
SR-BI

The E1E2 heterodimer interacts with cell surface
receptors and tight junction proteins for HCV
particle binding and entry into host cells [20]

IRESmediated
translation

5' NTR

miR-122

Replication

3' NTR

miR-122

Replication

5' NTR

miR-122

Replication

NS3/4A

YBX1

Replication

NS4B

ATF6

Replication

NS5A

Cyclophilin
A

miR-122 interacts with the 5' NTR of HCV to
stimulate translation through the enhanced
association of ribosomes with the viral RNA [21]
miR-122 interaction with the 3' NTR of HCV
reduces viral RNA expression [22]
miR-122 interacts with the 5' NTR of the HCV
genome to facilitate replication [23]
YBX1 interacts with NS3/4A and associates with
viral RNA for replication [24, 25]
ATF6, part of the unfolded protein response, is
induced by NS4B and limits viral replication [18]
Cyclophilin A interacts with NS5A for its PPIase
activity [26, 27]
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Replication
Replication

NS5A
NS5A

FKBP8
Hsp90

Replication

NS5A

PI4K-IIIα

Replication

NS5A

Raf-1

Replication

NS5A

TIP47

Replication

NS5A

VAPA

Replication

NS5B

Cyclophilin
A

Replication

NS5B

HNRNPA1

Viral Particle
Assembly

Core
NS3/4A

YBX1

Viral Particle
Assembly

HCV
RNA

HNRNPK

Viral Particle
Assembly

NS5A

Rab18

NS5A interacts with FKBP8 and Hsp90 to form a
complex that is important for RNA replication [28]
NS5A interacts with PI4K-IIIα for proper
membranous web formation by increasing levels of
PI4P in this region [29-31]
NS5A interacts with Raf-1, causing Raf-1 to
phosphorylate. Inhibition of Raf-1 reduced viral
replication [32]
NS5A interacts with TIP47 for efficient viral
replication [33]
VAPA interacts with NS5A to positively regulate
viral RNA replication [34]
Cyclophilin A is recruited to the replication
complex by NS5B for its PPIase activity [35]
HNRNPA1 interacts with NS5B, as well as the 5'
and 3' NTR of HCV RNA for viral replication [36]
In a complex with DDX6, C1QBP, IGF2BP2 and
LARP1, YBX1, a NS3/4A interactor, is relocalized to LDs by core to regulate the assembly
of viral particles [24, 25]
HNRNPK interacts with HCV RNA and colocalizes with core protein and LDs for regulating
viral RNA incorporation into virions [37]
NS5A interacts with Rab18 to associate with LDs
[38]

Table 1.1: HCV-Host Interactors and their Effect on the HCV Life Cycle
The above table is a non-exhaustive list of characterized HCV-host interactors and
their implication at various stages of the viral life cycle.
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1.1.4.1 HCV and the Nuclear Pore Complex and its Transporters
Recent findings have implicated a relationship between the nuclear pore complex
(NPC) and nucleocytoplasmic transporters with HCV proteins and viral replication. The first
evidence of this is the existence of a nuclear localization signal and a XPO1-dependent nuclear
export signal in the core protein, suggesting that the nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of core early
in the HCV life cycle is important for viral replication [39, 40].
Neufeldt et al. demonstrated an increase in nucleoporins (Nups), components of the
NPC, accumulating at infected areas in the cytoplasm during a HCV infection, which was
supported by the overall increase in the mRNA levels of certain Nups during the infection.
Several Nups, nucleocytoplasmic transporters and adaptors were identified to interact with
HCV proteins, and elucidated to be important for viral infection. It was hypothesized that
NPCs and nucleocytoplasmic transporters are beneficial to a cytoplasmic-replicating virus like
HCV as it acts as a gate to different viral compartments, and protect the virus from being
detected by cytoplasmic sensors, such as the pattern-recognition receptor RIG-I, of the innate
antiviral immune response, and it would provide an explanation as to why several HCV
proteins, such as core, NS2, NS3 and NS5A all encode nuclear localization signals [41]. This
group then went on to demonstrate that the nuclear localization signals found in core and NS2
were found to be important for early stages of viral replication, while those found in NS3 and
NS5A were important for later stages of viral replication such as viral particle assembly and
egress. These signals may either serve to allow these viral proteins to enter NPC-gated viral
compartments or to hijack nucleocytoplasmic transporters as a mode of facilitated transport
within the cytoplasm [42].
Germain et al. (2014) identified several nucleocytoplasmic transporters, most of which
were elucidated to interact with the NS3/4A protein of HCV such as KPNB1, RAN and
TNPO1, which decreased viral replication when their individual gene expression was silenced.
It was also suggested that NS3/4A can prevent the nuclear localization of STAT1 through its
interaction with KPNB1, which is the main import carrier for STAT1, a novel viral immune
evasion mechanism which supports the beneficial relationship between HCV and the NPC and
its nucleocytoplasmic transporters [19].
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1.2 Nuclear Pore Complex and Nucleocytoplasmic Transporters
1.2.1 Nucleocytoplasmic Transport
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is the main gateway between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm. Small molecules and proteins less than 60 kDa can passively diffuse through the
pore, while larger proteins require the help of transporters for active transport to enter the
nucleus. In order to enter or exit the nucleus, these larger proteins must contain a nuclear
localization signal (NLS) or a nuclear export signal (NES), respectively [43, 44].
1.2.1.1 Protein Import
In order to be imported into the nucleus, a protein is bound by a Karyopherin-α (Kapα)
adaptor protein via its NLS, and both of these proteins are then bound by a Karyopherin-β
(Kapβ) carrier protein, which mediates the nuclear transport. Once this import complex enters
the nucleus, Ran-GTP binds to the Kapβ to dissociate the complex and release both the NLScontaining protein and Kapα (Figure 1.7) [44].

Cytoplasm

NPC

Nucleus
RanGTP
RanGTP

Kapβ

Kapβ

Kapα

NLS

Kapα

NLS

Figure 1.7: Protein Import
The general principle of nuclear import of proteins is that a protein must contain a
NLS, which will then be recognized by the Karyopherin-α (Kapα) adaptor protein. The
Karyopherin-β (Kapβ) carrier protein forms a complex with the Kapα and its cargo to mediate
the translocation of this import complex to the nucleus. The import complex is dissociated
upon binding of RanGTP to the Kapβ import carrier.
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1.2.1.1.1 Karyopherin-α Adaptors
There exists seven different Kapα adaptor proteins, split into 3 subfamilies (α1, α2, and
α3) based on their sequence homology. The α1 subfamily is composed of KPNA2 (importinα1) and KPNA7 (importin-α8); the α2 subfamily is composed of KPNA3 (importin-α4) and
KPNA4 (importin-α3); and the α3 subfamily is composed of KPNA1 (importin-α5), KPNA5
(importin-α6), and KPNA6 (importin-α7). The subfamilies range from α1, α3 to α2 in terms of
lowest to highest sequence homology within each subfamily [45].
In the literature, these Kapα adaptor proteins exist under a multitude of different names
for each, such as in the case of KPNA1, previously known as NPI-1 due to its interaction with
the nucleoprotein (NP) of the Influenza virus. The Kapα proteins are the most associated with
nuclear import as over fifty cargoes have been identified over the years, whether it be for the
nuclear translocation of transcription factors during an innate antiviral response or for entry
into the nucleus by nuclear-replicating viruses like HIV-1 or Influenza virus [45].

1.2.1.1.2 Karyopherin-β Import Carriers
There are several Kapβ carriers involved in nuclear import (Figure 1.7) with the main
one being KPNB1, also known as Importin-β. It is known to bind to classical NLSs (cNLSs)
such as the monopartite-cNLS and the bipartite-cNLS, which contain one or two stretches of
basic amino acids, respectively [46]. In the absence of Kapα, KPNB1 can mediate the nuclear
transport of proteins containing an arginine-rich NLS [47].
Another Kapβ import carrier is transportin 1 (TNPO1), which is known to bind to a
non-classical NLS known as the PY-NLS, where the proline-tyrosine (PY) amino acids are
preceded by either a hydrophobic or basic stretch of amino acid residues for binding by
TNPO1 [48]. TNPO1 and TNPO2 are thought to be redundant transporters, as they both can
interact and mediate the nuclear import of HNRNPA1 and HUR [49]. However, TNPO2 has
been implicated in mRNA export with NXF1 [50]. TNPO3 is known to import serine/argininerich (SR) proteins to the nucleus, hence its other name TRN-SR2 [51]. TNPO3 is also heavily
implicated in HIV-1 replication such as interaction with the integrase protein for the nuclear
import of the pre-integration complex [52, 53].
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As shown in Figure 1.10, there are a variety of import carriers, which can specifically
bind to certain cargoes. IPO4 has been noted to mediate FANCD2 nuclear import by
interacting with C/EBPδ [54]. IPO7 is able to import supercoiled plasmid DNA (exogenous)
and human mitochondrial DNA (endogenous) [55], as well as facilitate nuclear import of HIV1 viral DNA [56]. It can also act as an adaptor in the KPNB1/IPO7 complex for Histone H1
nuclear import [57]. IPO8 is known for the import of the signal recognition particle 19 [58].
IPO8 also interacts with Argonaute 2 (Ago2) for cytoplasmic miRNA-guided gene silencing
and the nuclear localization of Ago2 [59]. This IPO8-Ago2 is also important for the nuclear
translocation of mature miRNAs [60]. IPO13, related to TNPO3 [61], is one of the few Kapβ
carriers involved in both import and export, as it can import RBM8, but can also export
translation initiation factor eIF1A [62, 63]. IPO13 can also interact with a sumoylated E2conjugating enzyme, Ubc9, to suppress auto-sumoylation of this complex [64].
Import carriers can also have common cargo to transport to the nucleus, such as in the
case of several ribosomal proteins which can interact with KPNB1, TNPO1, IPO5 and IPO7
for nuclear import [65]. However, some ribosomal proteins like RPL7 and RPL12 can only be
imported by IPO5 and IPO11, respectively [66, 67].
Once the Kapβ import carriers have completed their function, they can automatically
export back to the cytoplasm, independently of RanGTP, such as in the case of KPNB1 as part
of its recycling mechanism to renew the formation of import complexes in the cytoplasm [68].
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1.2.1.2 Protein Export
A protein containing a nuclear export signal (NES) can be exported to the cytoplasm
when it is bound to a Kapβ export carrier. The Kapβ carrier, bound by RanGTP, can then
mediate the translocation of the export complex to the cytoplasm, where RanGTP will be
hydrolyzed to RanGDP, with the help of RANBP1 and RANGAP1 (their functions explained
in section 1.2.1.3 RAN Gradient), for the dissociation of the complex (Figure 1.8) [44].

Cytoplasm

NPC

Nucleus

RanGDP

RanGTP

Kapβ

Kapβ
NES

RANBP1
RANGAP1

NES

Figure 1.8: Protein Export
The general principle of protein export is that a protein must contain a NES and be
bound by a Kapβ export carrier. Once the Kapβ carrier is bound to RanGTP, it can then
mediate the translocation of the protein from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. Once in the
cytoplasm, the export complex is dissociated upon hydrolyzation of RanGTP to RanGDP,
causing the Kapβ carrier to release its cargo.

The main Kapβ export carrier is Exportin 1 (XPO1), also known as CRM1
(chromosome region maintenance protein), which specifically recognizes leucine-rich NES
[44]. Many studies have used the XPO1 inhibitor, Leptomycin B, to determine whether the
export of a protein is dependent on XPO1 function [69]. One co-factor that can interact with
XPO1 for XPO1-mediated protein export is RAN binding protein 3 (RANBP3) [70, 71],
which can act as a scaffold for efficient export complex assembly as RANBP3 can interact
with the guanine nucleotide exchange factor RCC1, responsible for the exchange of RanGDP
to RanGTP that is necessary to complete the export complex and provide the energy to drive
this transport mechanism [72].
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Another export carrier is XPO6, which is known to specifically export profilin-actin
complexes. These complexes are important for the proper cytoplasmic localization of NUTF2,
a carrier which is responsible for recycling RanGDP back to the nucleus in order to restore
RanGTP levels, via RCC1, for the formation of export complexes [73, 74].
XPO7 is known to export proteins in a XPO1-independent manner, as it recognizes
short linear sequences and folded motifs, where it interacts with basic residues for export [75].
XPOT is involved in the export of tRNAs [76], and can interact with the nucleoporins
RANBP2 and NUP153, located on the cytoplasmic and nuclear side of the nuclear pore
complex, respectively, as part of its ability to shuttle when bound to RanGTP [77].
XPO4 is another Kapβ carrier known to function in both export and import as it can
export eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A and Smad 3 [78, 79], and can import the Sox
family of transcription factors [80]. XPO5 is a Kapβ carrier that is also thought to be involved
in both import and export of proteins, but has primarily been characterized in export as it can
export dsRNA-binding proteins [81, 82], elongation factor 1A for translation [83], 60S subunit
of the ribosome complex [84], and the export of pre-miRNA for regulating gene expression
[85].
After the dissociation of multiple import complexes in the nucleus, the accumulated
Kapα adaptors are recycled back to the cytoplasm by CSE1L, also known as XPO2 or CAS, to
renew the formation of import complexes (Figure 1.9) [44].

Cytoplasm

NPC

Nucleus

RanGDP

RanGTP

CSE1L

CSE1L
Kapα

Kapα

Figure 1.9: Kapα Recycling
Kapα adaptors are recycled back to the cytoplasm by CSE1L. RanGTP is hydrolyzed
to RanGDP to dissociate CSE1L and the Kapα adaptor.
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XPO6
KPNB1
TNPO1
IPO5
IPO4
IPO9
IPO11
IPO8
CSE1L
TNPO3
XPO5
XPOT
XPO1
XPO4
XPO7
Figure 1.10: Phylogeny of Karyopherin-β subfamilies
The above figure shows the evolution of the Karyopherin-β (Kapβ) carrier proteins
with each colour (white, green, pink and blue) representing a different subfamily. The percent
identity (%ID) column lists the sequence similarity of each member in comparison to their
subfamily. The I/E column identifies which carriers are involved in import (I) and export (E).
Some Kapβ proteins are so similar in multiple aspects of their sequences, such as domains,
length and composition, that they are considered as paralogous pairs: TNPO1-TNPO2, IPO5RANBP6, IPO7-IPO8, TNPO3-IPO13, and XPO7-RANBP17 [61, 86, 87] (with the bolded
protein of each pair corresponding to the figure above). (Figure adapted from O'Reilly AJ, et
al., PLoS One, 2011) [86].
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1.2.1.3 RAN Gradient
The RAN gradient is what determines the directionality of transport through the
nuclear pore complex, where the nucleus contains a high concentration of RanGTP for export
complexes, and the cytoplasm contains a high concentration of RanGDP waiting to be
recycled by the carrier, nuclear transport factor 2 (NUTF2). Once in the nucleus, the GDP
bound to RAN is exchanged for a GTP by the guanine nucleotide exchange factor RCC1 to
renew the formation of export complexes (Figure 1.11), and the dissociation of import
complexes [44].

Cytoplasm

NPC

Nucleus
RanGTP

NUTF2
RanGDP

RCC1

NUTF2

Figure 1.11: Recycling of RanGDP and the Renewal of RanGTP
To prevent the accumulation of RanGDP after the dissociation of export complexes,
NUTF2 binds to RanGDP and transports it back to the nucleus, where RCC1 can exchange the
GDP to a GTP to continue the formation of export complexes and the dissociation of import
complexes in the nucleus.

The Ras-like nuclear protein (RAN) is the only member of the Ran family, which is
part of the superfamily of GTP-binding proteins. This superfamily of proteins is known for
their intrinsic GTPase activity, converting their GTP-bound active form to a GDP-bound
inactive form [88, 89]. However, RAN is a weak GTPase and requires co-factors such as RAN
binding protein 1 (RANBP1) and RAN GTPase-activating protein 1 (RANGAP1) to
successfully hydrolyze RAN's GTP-bound form into a GDP-bound form for processes such as
the dissociation of export complexes in the cytoplasm (Figure 1.8) [44, 90].
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When import complexes are dissociated by the binding of RanGTP to Kapβ import
carriers, these carriers can only be released from RanGTP when bound to RANBP1 such as in
the case of CSE1L and TNPO1. KPNB1 requires the addition of a Kapα adaptor in order to be
released from RanGTP. RANGAP1 prevents RanGTP from re-binding to these import carriers
in the nucleus by hydrolyzing it to RanGDP [91].
RANBP1 and RANGAP1 are both considered as nucleocytoplasmic shuttling proteins,
as they both function in the dissociation of export complexes in the cytoplasm, and the release
of Kapβ from RanGTP in the nucleus [92, 93].

1.2.1.4 mRNA Export
Messenger RNAs (mRNAs) are other macromolecules which require an export
pathway from the nucleus to the cytoplasm for the translation of mRNAs into mature proteins.
The main carrier for mRNA export is nuclear RNA export factor 1 (NXF1), also known as
TAP, specifically binds and exports RNA containing a constitutive transport element (CTE),
originally found in the Mason Pfizer monkey virus [94]. The majority of mRNA is exported
through the NXF1 pathway, where NXF1 forms a heterodimer with NUTF2-like export factor
1 (NXT1) to interact with the phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats of several NPC proteins for
proper mRNA export [95-97], and this heterodimer also functions to promote the translation of
unspliced mRNA [98]. NXT2, a homologue of NXT1, is localized at the nuclear rim and can
interact with NXF1 for mRNA export as well [99]. NXF1 can also export mRNA through a
TNPO2-mediated pathway, which has a higher export rate than the NXF1 binding to Nups for
mRNA export [50].
The transcription-export (TREX) complex is important for mRNA export as the
component ALY/REF can interact with NXF1 to expose its RNA-binding domain to increase
the amount of mRNA that is bound, therefore increasing NXF1's RNA-binding affinity and
increasing the amount of mRNA exported by NXF1. If components of the TREX complex are
silenced, then the amount of mRNA bound is reduced, which will ultimately result in a mRNA
export block [100, 101].
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Other mRNA export factors are NXF2 and NXF3, where NXF2 can export
cytoplasmic mRNAs by interacting with the cytoplasmic motor protein KIF17 [102]. NXF2
can also form a heterodimer with NXT1 in order to interact with Nups, similar to NXF1 [103].
NXF3 is another nuclear mRNA export protein related to NXF1 and NXF2, but lacks the
domain to bind to Nups. However, it does contain an XPO1-dependent nuclear export signal,
so it can still export mRNA via XPO1 function [104].
XPO1 can also mediate the export of certain mRNAs, but is not able to bind to mRNAs
directly, such as in the case of the HIV-1 protein Rev which exports unspliced and partially
spliced HIV-1 mRNA through its interaction with XPO1 [100]. NXT1 can also interact with
XPO1 as a co-factor and is part of the terminal step of XPO1-mediated nuclear export for the
release of XPO1 cargo to the cytoplasm, whether it be for mRNA or protein [105].
DDX19B, the DEAD-box helicase also known as DBP5, is another important mRNA
export factor, and requires GLE1L, bound to inositol hexakisphosphate, to increase DDX19B's
RNA binding and ATPase activity [106, 107], while NUP214 can interact with DDX19B to
regulate those same activities [108]. GLE1L is localized to the NPC by the cytoplasmic FGNup NUPL2, and can also interact with NUP155 for mRNA export such as the export of
HSP70 mRNA [109, 110].
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1.2.2 Structure of the Nuclear Pore Complex
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a 125 MDa structure, and is embedded in the
nuclear envelope (NE), a bilayer made up of the outer nuclear membrane and the inner nuclear
membrane. Composed of 30 proteins known as nucleoporins (Nups), the NPC is made up of
seven different parts: the cytoplasmic FG-Nups and filaments, the transmembrane-ring Nups,
the outer-ring Nups, the linker Nups, the inner-ring Nups, the central FG-Nups, and the
nuclear FG-Nups and the nuclear basket (Figure 1.12). These groups function in either the
structural integrity of the NPC or in the regulation of macromolecular transport [43, 111-113].
1.2.2.1 Cytoplasmic FG-Nups and Filaments
The cytoplasmic phenylalanine-glycine (FG)-Nups and filaments are composed of
NUPL2, RANBP2 (also known as NUP358), and NUP214 [112]. NUPL2 can bind to XPO1 to
promote XPO1-dependent nuclear export, such as in the case of HIV-1 Rev export [114, 115].
RANBP2 acts a docking site, promoting nucleocytoplasmic transport for specific
transporters and cargos [116], such as TNPO1 nuclear import [117], KPNB1 nuclear import of
cNLS-containing cargo [118, 119], and XPO1 nuclear export [120]. RANBP2 can also interact
with NXF1, in complex with NXT1, for mRNA export [95], as well as interact with mRNAs
part of the alternative mRNA nuclear export (ALREX) pathway to promote their translation
[121]. RANBP2 is also thought to play a role in presenting misfolded and ubiquitinated
proteins for proteasomal degradation [122], as its cyclophilin-like domain acts as a modulator
for the ubiquitin-proteasome system and may contribute to the compartmentalization of
properly-folded protein for turnover [123].
RANBP2, part of the cytoplasmic filaments, is linked to the cytoplasmic side of the
NPC by the NUP214/NUP88 complex [124], due to the association of NUP214 with the
cytoplasmic ring [125]. NUP214 can also be found in the nucleus for its role in XPO1mediated protein export [126], when in complex with NUP88, such as the export of the preribosomal 60S subunit [127-129].
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1.2.2.2 Transmembrane-ring Nups
The transmembrane-ring Nups, composed of NDC1, NUP210 and POM121, are all
responsible for the anchoring of the NPC to the NE [130, 131]. NDC1 is important for NPC
assembly as it can interact with Nups from different parts of the NPC such as NUP93 (linker
Nup), NUP53 (central FG-Nup), and NUP205 (inner-ring Nup) [132, 133]. Out of the
transmembrane-ring Nups, NDC1 is the one responsible for the targeting of ALADIN, a Nup
thought to be associated with the outer-ring, to the NPC, where this interaction may be
important for nuclear import selectivity [134, 135].
In comparison to POM121, NUP210 is thought to be redundant in the function of NE
formation [136]. POM121 is thought to be the most important of the transmembrane-ring
Nups for NPC assembly at the membrane [137, 138]. POM121 is important for recruiting
RANBP2 (cytoplasmic FG-Nups) and NUP62 (central FG-Nups) to the NPC for assembly
[130]. POM121 is also important for linking the NUP160 (outer-ring Nup) subcomplex and
the NUP155 (inner-ring Nup) subcomplex together for nuclear pore formation and attachment
to the NE [139]. POM121 is also thought to interact with KPNA/KPNB1 import complex and
several nucleoporins in a NLS-dependent manner, which is important for NPC assembly at the
NE and structural integrity of the NPC [140].
1.2.2.3 Outer-ring Nups
The outer-ring Nups are composed of ALADIN, NUP37, NUP43, NUP75, NUP96,
NUP107, NUP133, NUP160, SEC13 and SEH1 [112]. ALADIN is targeted to the NPC by the
transmembrane-ring Nup NDC1, where this interaction may be important for nuclear import
selectivity [134, 135]. The NUP107-160 complex, composed of all the outer-ring Nups, with
the exception of ALADIN, is important for nuclear import of NLS-containing cargos, as well
as the organization of other complexes of the NPC such as the transmembrane-ring Nups [112,
141]. The NUP107 complex also plays a role in the diameter of the NPC, as it assembles into
two reticulated rings, to accommodate the nucleocytoplasmic transport of large cargoes [142].
NUP107 itself is important for the proper assembly of multiple Nups to the NPC such as
RANBP2, NUP214, NUP133, NUP153, and TPR [143, 144].
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1.2.2.4 Linker Nups
The linker region of the NPC is composed of NUP88 and NUP93, which can be found
on both sides of the NPC [112]. NUP88 can interact with lamin A, and NUP214 for XPO1mediated export on the nuclear and cytoplasmic side of the NPC, respectively [128, 145].
NUP93 acts as a backbone to connect both the cytoplasmic and nuclear sides of the NPC, and
in addition interacts with NUP205, NUP155 and NUP53 for proper NPC assembly, while
recruiting NUP62 for nucleocytoplasmic transport-competent NPCs [146, 147]. The
interaction between NUP93, NUP155 and NUP205 is known as the NUP93 subcomplex [148].
1.2.2.5 Inner-ring Nups
The inner ring of the NPC is composed of NUP155, NUP188 and NUP205 [112].
NUP155 interacts with NUP53 and NDC1 for NPC assembly [133, 149]. NUP188 is thought
to regulate the movement of membrane proteins across the NPC [150], and can interact with
FG-repeats and move through the NPC [151]. NUP155 and NUP205 interact with NUP93 and
NUP53 for proper NPC assembly [146, 147].
1.2.2.6 Central FG-Nups
The central FG-Nups, composed of NUP53, NUP54, NUP58/NUP45, NUP62 and
NUP98 [112]. NUP53 interacts and anchors the NUP93 subcomplex and interacts with NDC1
for proper NPC assembly at the NE [133, 148]. NUP98 is a mobile Nup, and is important for
RNA export as it can interact with RAE1, a mRNA export factor [152-155]. During TNPO1
import, NUP98 competes for TNPO1 binding via its M9 motif, releasing the import cargo into
the nucleus, and RanGTP bound to NUP98 dissociates it from TNPO1 [156]. NUP98, in
complex with RANBP3, can act as a co-factor for XPO1-mediated export [157].
Within the central FG-Nups is the NUP62 complex made up of NUP62,
NUP58/NUP45 and NUP54, which are all implicated in nuclear import as they all encode for
FGs. NUP58/NUP45 complex is responsible for adjusting the diameter of the central channel
[158], increasing in size to allow for nucleocytoplasmic transport to pass through the NPC
[159]. NUP58 can complex with KPNB1 for SRP1α nuclear import, while NUP62 can interact
with NUTF2 for RanGDP nuclear import [160-163]. NUP62 can also interact with TNPO3 for
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TNPO3-mediated nuclear import of serine/arginine-rich proteins [51]. NUP62 is also involved
in export via interacting with NXT1 for NXF1-mediated mRNA export [97].
1.2.2.7 Nuclear FG-Nups and the Nuclear Basket
The nuclear FG-Nups and the nuclear basket are composed of NUP50, NUP153 and
TPR [112]. Despite residing on the nuclear side of the NPC, NUP50 mediates XPO1dependent export [164]. NUP50, depending on its isoform, can regulate the speed of NLScargo nuclear import, allowing CSE1L to properly dissociate the cargo from NUP50 for Kapα
export [165, 166], such as in the case of KPNA1 and its cargo PB2 of influenza virus [167].
NUP153 interacts with NUP50 as a scaffold, supporting the NUP50/Kapα for efficient
nuclear import [168]. NUP153 interacts with KPNA2 for nuclear export [169], and it is also
responsible for the export of multiple classes of RNAs (snRNA, mRNA and 5S rRNA), as
well as XPO1-dependent export for viral proteins such as HIV-1 Rev and its dependent RNA
export, without affecting tRNA export and KPNB1 recycling to the cytoplasm [170]. Due to
NUP153's involvement in export, it is thought to be mobile within the NPC, as it also plays a
role in import through interacting with TNPO1 via NUP153's M9 shuttling domain [171].
NUP153 facilitates cNLS-mediated import by interacting with Kapα in the classical
Kapα/Kapβ nuclear import pathway [172].
NUP153 interacts with TPR to localize it to the nuclear side of the NPC for the
formation of the nuclear basket [173, 174]. TPR restricts the export of unspliced mRNAs via
the NXF1-mediated mRNA export pathway [175, 176]. TPR is also thought to be involved in
XPO1-dependent protein export [177].
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Figure 1.12: Structure of the Nuclear Pore Complex
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is composed of roughly 30 proteins known as
nucleoporins (Nups), which are divided into 7 groups based on their location in the structure.
(Figure adapted from Grossman E, et al., Annu Rev Biophys., 2012) [112].
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1.3 Viruses and the NPC & its Transporters
Nucleoporins and nucleocytoplasmic transporters have been the target of a myriad of
viruses for various reasons. Viruses that replicate in the nucleus usually target these proteins to
enter and exit the nucleus for the life cycle and propagation of the virus.

1.3.1 Nuclear-Replicating Viruses
1.3.1.1 DNA Viruses
The Herpesviridae family is composed of several dsDNA viruses such as Herpes
simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), Varicella-Zoster virus (VZV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), and
Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), which are also known as Human herpesvirus 1 (HHV-1),
HHV-3, HHV-4, and HHV-5, respectively. In the life cycle of these viruses, the capsid injects
the viral genome into the nucleus, where replication and transcription occurs [178]. Multiple
viral proteins then work in concert to take over cellular processes such as transcription for
viral gene expression and nucleocytoplasmic transport of viral factors [179]. The HSV-1
proteins pUL25 and pUL36/pUL6, interact with the cytoplasmic FG-Nups NUP214 and
NUPL2, respectively, for capsid import to the NPC, infection initiation, and viral DNA release
into the nucleus [180]. ICP27 interacts with multiple export factors such as ALY/REF, NXF1
and XPO1 for efficient viral RNA export through the NXF1- and XPO1-mediated pathways
[181-185]. ICP27 also interacts with NUP62 to block KPNB1- and TNPO1-dependent import
to favour the export of viral mRNAs [186]. VZV interacts with ALY/REF and NXF1 via its
IE4 protein for viral mRNA export through the NXF1-mediated RNA export pathway [187].
VZV can also interact with KPNB1 and XPO1 via its ORF9 protein for nucleocytoplasmic
shuttling [188]. EBV can interact with NUP62 and NUP153 via its BGLF4 kinase, which
phosphorylates these Nups to increase nuclear import of non-NLS-containing viral proteins
and block the import of host proteins [189]. EBV protein SM is exported by XPO1 to the
cytoplasm for its activity of increasing the expression of intronless genes, such as certain EBV
genes involved in lytic replication [190]. The viral protein UL84 of HCMV can interact with
KPNA1, KPNA2, KPNA3 and KPNA4, in complex with KPNB1 and RAN, for nuclear
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import [191], while the viral protein UL79 interacts with TNPO1 for its import to the nucleus
[192].
The Papillomaviridae family are also composed of dsDNA viruses of multiple types
such as Human papillomavirus type 8 (HPV8), type 11 (HPV11) and type 16 (HPV16). HPV
is internalized into cells via the L1 and L2 capsid proteins. The L2 minor capsid protein is
responsible for the delivery of HPV viral DNA into the nucleus, while L1 remains at the
endosome for degradation. The E2 protein binds to viral DNA and recruits the E1 helicase for
viral DNA replication, while the E6 and E7 proteins are thought to promote cell proliferation
[193, 194]. The L2 minor capsid protein uses IPO5 and TNPO1, as well as KPNB1 complexed
with KPNA2, for viral DNA import in HPV11 and HPV16 [195, 196]. The E2 viral protein
can also interact with KPNA1 and KPNA4 for nuclear import in HPV11 and HPV16 [197]. In
HPV16, the E6 protein can enter the nucleus by interacting with KPNA2, in complex with
KPNB1, and TNPO1 [198]. The E7 protein can mediate its nuclear transport by interacting
with NUP62 in HPV8, HPV11 and HPV16, and NUP153 in HPV8 [199-201].
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) from the Hepadnaviridae family is a dsDNA virus, utilizing
the reverse transcriptase enzyme for the synthesis of DNA from the viral mRNA [202]. The
HBV core protein is exported by NXF1 for viral DNA synthesis, while the X protein is
exported by and sequesters XPO1 as part of its role to induce liver carcinogenesis in
chronically-infected hepatocytes [203, 204]. The HBV capsid interacts with NUP153 to
regulate viral release into the nucleus [205].
1.3.1.2 RNA Viruses
Influenza A virus (IAV) is one of the few negative-sense RNA viruses to replicate in
the nucleus. The polymerase basic protein 1 (PB1), part of the viral RNA polymerase
complex, is imported to the nucleus by IPO5 for the accumulation of viral RNA required for
efficient viral growth [206, 207]. PB1 also interacts with NUP54 for viral polymerase
transcription and viral replication [208]. The viral protein PB2 can interact with KPNA1 and
KPNA2 for nuclear import [209, 210], while the nucleoprotein (NP) interacts with KPNA2
for nuclear import and with KPNA4 for the regulation of viral replication, independent of its
import function [210, 211]. The viral protein NS1 complexes with NXF1 and its co-factors,
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NXT1 and RAE1, to block mRNA export [212]. The NP and NS2 viral proteins of IAV
interact with XPO1 for the export of viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs) to the
cytoplasm, disfavouring the export of other XPO1 substrates [213-215]. The viral protein NP
can also be exported directly to the cytoplasm by interacting with XPO1 for viral replication
[216]. NXF1 is thought to play a role in the viral RNA export of most late proteins [217]. The
phosphorylation of RANBP3, a XPO1 co-factor [70], is required at early and late stages of
viral infection for vRNP export [218].
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is retrovirus, which requires the use of
the reverse transcriptase enzyme to convert its RNA genome into DNA for integration into the
host genome. HIV-1 is part of a subgroup of retroviruses known as lentiviruses, as it can enter
the nucleus through the NPC and infect non-dividing cells [219]. The pre-integration complex
(PIC) of HIV-1 is able to enter the nucleus by using the viral protein integrase to interact with
KPNA2, KPNA4 and TNPO3 [52, 53, 220, 221], as well as directly with the cytoplasmic FGNup RANBP2 [222]. Vpr also helps with PIC docking at the NPC by interacting with NUP54
and NUPL2 [223, 224]. HIV-1 also recruits other Nups and transporters such as NUP98 and
IPO7 to facilitate with the nuclear import of its viral cDNA [56, 225]. The HIV-1 rev protein
interacts with XPO1, NUP98 and NUP214 for the export of Rev and viral mRNA through the
XPO1-dependent export pathway [226, 227], while suppressing the export of mRNAs by the
NXF1 pathway [228].

1.3.2 Cytoplasmic-Replicating Viruses
Viruses that replicate in the cytoplasm do not require entry into the nucleus for its
replication, but they can interact with nucleoporins and transporters to disrupt transport
through the NPC to give the virus a growth advantage in the cell.
1.3.2.1 DNA Viruses
The Poxviridae family is the only viral family with a dsDNA genome to replicate in
the cytoplasm. RNAi screens have elucidated multiple proteins from multiple functional
groups which are important for cytoplasmic replication of Vaccinia virus (VACV), making the
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requirement for NPC genes for replication to be unexpected. Out of the NPC and transporters
elucidated to have an effect on VACV replication, NUP62 was shown to block viral
morphogenesis when silenced [229].
1.3.2.2 RNA Viruses
The Picornaviridae family is composed of positive, single-stranded RNA viruses such
as those from the Cardiovirus and the Enterovirus genus. The relationship between this viral
family and the NPC, specifically, is that of nucleocytoplasmic transport disruption.
Cardioviruses encode the Leader (L) protein, which has been shown to hyperphosphorylate
multiple NPC proteins such as NUP62, NUP153 and NUP214 to inhibit protein import and
export in Encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) [230], and NUP62 in Mengovirus, an EMCV
subtype, to permeabilize the nuclear envelope and alter nucleocytoplasmic transport [231].
Enteroviruses encode the 2(A) protease, which can cleave NUP62, NUP98 and NUP153 in
Poliovirus, and only NUP62 in Human rhinovirus, to disrupt nucleocytoplasmic trafficking
like protein import and mRNA export [232-234].
The relationship between the Flaviviridae family and the NPC and its transporters, as
seen with HCV in a previous section, is not well-understood. Other members such as Dengue
virus have shown to interact with KPNB1 and XPO1 via its NS5 protein, suggesting that this
nucleocytoplasmic shuttling is important for viral replication [235, 236]. Japanese encephalitis
virus, another member, was shown to have increased replication when RANBP2 is silenced
[237], which could suggest disrupting nucleocytoplasmic transport, such as protein import by
KPNB1 [118], may provide a replication advantage in host cells.
Negative-sense RNA viruses, such as Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) from
the Paramyxoviridae family and Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) from the Rhabdoviridae
family, can interact with the NPC and its transporters via its Matrix (M) protein. In the case of
RSV, the M protein interacts with KPNB1 for nuclear import and XPO1 for nuclear export
later in the infection to localize at regions of virus assembly for viral production [238, 239].
On the other hand, the M protein of VSV can interact with NUP98 and RAE1 to block mRNA
export to inhibit host protein transcription [240-242], and can interact with RAN to block the
nucleocytoplasmic transport of certain proteins and RNAs [243].
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1.4 Innate Antiviral Immune Response
1.4.1 Early Phase: Virus Recognition by PRRs
The innate immunity involves the recognition of pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) by pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs). In humans, there currently exist
five different PRR pathways: Toll-like receptors (TLRs), RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs), NODlike receptors (NLRs), C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) and cGAS/STING. However, only the
TLR, RLR and cGAS/STING pathway contain receptors recognizing viral genomes, while the
NLR and CLR pathways have receptors recognize other macromolecules such as bacterial
peptidoglycans and carbohydrates on the surface of pathogens, respectively [244-246].
The TLR pathway consists of extracellular receptors ranging from TLR1 to TLR11.
TLR3, TLR7, and TLR9 recognize viral dsRNA, ssRNA and CpG-DNA, respectively in
endosomal compartments. Once the receptor recognizes the virus, TLR3 signals through the
TRIF adaptor protein, while TLR7 and TLR9 signal through MYD88 for the innate antiviral
response [244-246].
The RLR pathway is composed of two cytoplasmic sensors RIG-I, which recognizes
short dsRNA and 5’ triphosphate dsRNA, and MDA5, which recognizes long dsRNA. RIG-I
recognizes a multitude of viral RNA such as HCV and influenza virus. Sendai virus (SeV) is
often used to specifically activate the RLR pathway via RIG-I sensing. When RIG-I and
MDA5 sense viral RNA, their CARD domain becomes exposed and interacts with the CARD
domain of MAVS, which causes MAVS to translocate to the mitochondria where it mediates
its downstream signaling of the immune response [244-247].
In the cGAS/STING pathway, intracellular viral DNA is recognized by cyclic-GMPAMP (cGAMP) synthase (cGAS), which will then synthesize cGAMP. The newly-synthesized
cGAMP binds to STING localized at the ER, where it then signals downstream for the innate
antiviral immunity [248].
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1.4.2 Signaling Cascade
The TLR pathway leads to two signaling cascades: one mediated by TLR3 via TRIF,
and the other mediated by TLR7 and TLR9 (and all other TLRs) via the MYD88 adaptor
protein. TRIF interacts with TRAF3, which signals TBK1 and IKKε to phosphorylate IRF3,
which induces IRF3 nuclear translocation for the activation of type I interferons (IFNs). TRIF
also interacts with TRAF6 for the activation and nuclear translocation of NF-κB by
phosphorylation, and hence degradation, of the NF-κB inhibitor IκB by the IKK-α/β/γ
complex. MYD88 also interacts with TRAF6 for NF-κB activation and nuclear translocation
for the activation of cytokines. However, MYD88 interaction with TRAF3 leads to the
activation of IRF7, via phosphorylation by the IKK-α/IRAK1 complex, for the production of
IFNs, similar to IRF3 [244].
In the RLR pathway, MAVS at the mitochondria signals through both TBK1 and
IKKε, as well as the IKK-α/β/γ complex for the nuclear translocation of both IRF3/7 and NFκB, respectively, for the production of IFNs and cytokines [244-247, 249].
The cGAS/STING pathway involves the binding of cGAMP to STING at the ER,
where it recruits TBK1 and IKK, similar to MAVS in the RLR pathway, for the activation and
nuclear translocation of IRF3 and NF-κB for the production of IFNs [248].
1.4.2.1 IRFs
There are currently nine members of the Interferon-regulatory factors (IRFs) family of
transcription factors [250], which play a variety of roles such as the induction of IFNs and
ISGs, such as in the case of IRF3 and IRF9, respectively [251]. They are characterized as
having a N-terminal DNA-binding domain, which recognizes and binds to ISRE DNA
sequences [252].
IRF1 was the first transcription factor found to bind to the PRDI domain on the IFNβ
promoter [253, 254]. Upon IFN-α/β binding to their appropriate receptors, IRF1 expression is
induced by the binding of the IFN-α-activated factor (AAF) complex, composed of STAT1
homodimers, to the IFN-γ-activated sequence (GAS) promoter [251]. IRF1 binds to IFNstimulated regulatory element (ISRE) promoters for the expression of ISGs [251] such as PKR
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and OAS [255, 256]. IRF1 can also activate IFNA4 expression, which is repressed by IRF3
[257]. IRF2 shares many sequence similarities and binding capacities with IRF1, and thus acts
as a negative regulator of IRF1 function, such as binding to ISRE promoters to block induction
of ISGs by IRF1 [258, 259].
IRF3 is activated through phosphorylation by multiple PRR pathways upon viral
infection, where it translocates to the nucleus for the expression of type I interferons [244249]. IRF3 is part of the DRAF1 complex, along with CREB-binding protein and p300, which
binds to the ISRE [260]. IRF3 can induce the expression of ISGs, such as ISG15 and IP-10,
without the ISGF3 complex of the JAK/STAT pathway [251].
IRF4 is only expressed in the B-cells and T-cells of lymphoid tissues, and has a similar
DNA-binding domain to IRF1 and IRF2 as it can bind to the ISRE [261, 262]. It is able to
repress IFN-dependent and IRF1-dependent activity, but differs from that of IRF2 [263].
IRF5 is activated via the TLR pathway through the MYD88 adaptor, where the
translocation of IRF5 to the nucleus induces cytokine expression [264]. IRF6 sequence has the
closest homology to IRF5 out of all the family members [265], and its only function to date is
the positive regulation of nitric oxide synthase 2 (NOS2) transcription [266].
Upon IFN stimulation, IRF7 expression is induced by the ISGF3 complex binding to
the ISRE promoter, where newly synthesized IRF7 is phosphorylated, similar to IRF3, for
positive-feedback regulation on the expression of the IFN-α/β promoters with phosphorylated
IRF-3 in the nucleus [251].
IRF8 expression is inducible by IFN-γ and is found in lymphoid tissues [267], where
its activation is linked with T-cell activation [268]. IRF8 is able to bind to the ISRE only when
complexed with IRF1 and IRF2, and acts as a negative regulator by blocking the binding of
ISGF3 to this element [269].
IRF9 is well-known as being part of the ISGF3 complex, with STAT1 and STAT2,
which induces the expression via the ISRE promoter of other IRFs like IRF7 and ISGs such as
OAS and PKR [251].
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1.4.2.2 NF-κB
There are currently five NF-κB transcription factors: p50/p105 (also known as NFκB1), p52/p100 (also known as NF-κB2), p65 (also known as RelA), c-Rel, and RelB. Out of
the five transcription factors, p50 and p52 have to be processed into their active form from the
p105 and p100 precursors, respectively, while the other three factors are already synthesized
into their transcriptionally active form. As part of the Rel family of proteins, they all contain a
Rel homology domain, which is responsible for their dimerization in the form of homo- or
heterodimers, as well as their translocation to the nucleus and ability to bind to DNA [270].
However, there are inhibitory NF-κB (IκB) proteins, which bind and cover the NLS of
these family members to sequester them in the cytoplasm. Upon a viral infection, injury or
stress, the NF-κB pathway is activated by the phosphorylation of IkB proteins, inducing their
degradation, and releasing the NF-κB proteins, such as the p50/p65 and p50/c-Rel
heterodimers, which can now translocate to the nucleus to promote the transcription of various
factors involved in the innate antiviral response, inflammation and apoptosis [270, 271].

1.4.3 Late Phase: Interferon Activation of the JAK/STAT Pathway
Once type I interferons, such as IFNα and IFNβ, are produced, they are secreted and
bind to IFNα receptors (IFNAR) in an autocrine and paracrine fashion. This activates the
JAK/STAT pathway where STAT1 and STAT2 are phosphorylated on a tyrosine by JAK1 and
TYK2. These STATs dimerize and associate with IRF9 to form the ISGF3 complex, which
translocates to the nucleus and binds to the IFN-stimulated regulatory element (ISRE)
promoter which drives the expression of other IRFs like IRF7 and interferon-stimulated genes
(ISGs) such as OAS and PKR to induce an antiviral state in the infected cell and neighbouring
cells [251, 272-274]. Transcription factors such as IRF3 can induce the expression of certain
ISGs directly, such as ISG15 and IP-10, without having to signal through the JAK/STAT
pathway [251]. Depending on the state of the cell, expressed ISGs such as TRAIL and XAF1
may induce apoptosis if the cell is unable to adequately combat the viral infection [275].
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1.4.3.1 Transcriptional Control by Type I Interferons
Type I interferons have regulatory effects on the expression of factors associated with
adaptive immunity such as increasing the expression of major histocompatibility antigens
Class I and II via mRNA stabilization, which leads to the activation of macrophages, natural
killer cells and cytotoxic T-cells and increase in antigen presentation [277]. These IFNs can
also bind to specific receptors on CD8 T-cells to induce clonal expansion, differentiation and
memory formation as a consequence of viral infections [278-280].
These IFNs, such as IFNβ, can also regulate the inflammation pathway by increasing
the mRNA stability of negative factors such as IL-1ra, and destabilize the TNF-α and IL-1β
mRNA to create a negative feedback loop [281].
1.4.3.2 Regulation of IFNβ Expression
IFNβ is a type I interferon and its expression is induced by the binding of both IRF3
and NF-kB p65 to the PRDIII domain and the PRDII domain, respectively, on the IFNB1 gene
promoter [257, 282]. IRF1 can bind to the PRDI domain [253, 254], while ATF-2/c-Jun can
bind to the PRDIV domain of this promoter [283, 284]. Once IFNβ binds to IFNAR to activate
the production of ISGs via the JAK/STAT pathway, high levels of IRF7 is expressed,
amplifying IFNβ expression during the late phase of the antiviral response [285].
IFNβ expression is negatively regulated throughout the innate antiviral response to
prevent prolonged activation. At the level of effector proteins in the signaling cascade of the
antiviral response, TBK1 activity can be negatively regulated by CYLD deubiquitination,
which removes lysine 63-linked ubiquitin chains [286, 287], and proteasomal degradation by
the E3 ubiquitin ligase TRIP, which adds lysine 48-linked ubiquitin chains [288]. At the level
of transcription factors, IRF3 activity is negatively regulated via degradation by the
proteasome [289]. On the other hand, NF-kB induces the transcription of its inhibitor IkBα as
a negative feedback mechanism to prevent prolonged NF-kB activity [290-292]. NF-kB and
IkBα form a complex and are then exported to the cytoplasm by XPO1 via the NES of IkBα to
completely abolish NF-kB activity until further stimulation [293, 294]. In the JAK/STAT
pathway, SOCS expression inhibits STAT phosphorylation by JAK, preventing ISG induction
by ISGF3 and the amplification of IFNβ expression by IRF7 [276].
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1.4.3.3 Type III Interferons
Another type of interferon that is activated in response to a viral infection is the type III
interferons, which is composed of IFNλ1 (IL-29), IFNλ2 (IL-28A), and IFNλ3 (IL-28B) [295].
These interferons bind to the IFNλ receptor, which signals through the JAK/STAT pathway
via phosphorylation of JAK1 and most importantly JAK2, in comparison to JAK1-only
signaling in type I interferons [296]. The production of the type III interferons is induced by
the RLR pathway, specifically in the localization of MAVS to peroxisomes [296], which
differs from the localization of MAVS to the mitochondria for the signaling to produce type I
interferons [297]. IRF3/7, and NF-κB are required for the induction of both types of
interferons [298, 299], while AP-1 is only essential for type I interferons and dispensable for
type III interferons [296]. The similarity between the players required for the induction of
these two types of interferons, and the subsequent JAK/STAT signaling they induce, is
reflected in the fact that there are no ISGs that are specifically associated to type III interferons
[300, 301]. However, type I interferons, such as IFNα and IFNβ, are able to induce ISGs in
greater magnitude with a bell curve effect over time, while type III interferons gradually
induce ISG activation from a lower magnitude over a longer period of time [302].
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1.5 NPC and Transporters: Targets for Viral Immune Evasion
As discussed in section 1.3, all different kinds of viruses, regardless if their genome is
DNA- or RNA-based, interact with Nups and nucleocytoplasmic transporters for a variety of
cellular processes such as viral entry into the nucleus for nuclear-replicating viruses or to
disrupt normal nucleocytoplasmic transport to benefit viral replication of cytoplasmicreplicating viruses. In section 1.4, the innate antiviral immunity was described and how
important transcription factors such as IRF3, NF-κB, and STAT1 translocate to the nucleus for
the induction of IFNs and ISGs, respectively upon a viral infection. Various viruses have
developed ways to evade the innate immune response by disrupting the Nups and transporters
required for the proper localization of proteins to induce an antiviral state in the cell.

1.5.1 Positive ssRNA Viruses
Positive single-stranded RNA viruses like those from the Nidovirales order can disrupt
the transport of important innate antiviral factors to the nucleus to inhibit the production of
ISGs. In the case of Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV), the viral
protein Nsp1β degrades KPNA1, thus inhibiting ISGF3 nuclear import [303]. Another
example is the SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV), where the viral protein ORF6 tethers KPNB1
to ER and Golgi membranes, hence blocking STAT1 nuclear import [304]. In the Flaviviridae
family, the NS3/4A protease of HCV was suggested to interact with KPNB1 to prevent its
interaction and nuclear translocation of STAT1 [19]. The NS5 protein of Dengue virus,
another member of this family, can interact with a KPNA adaptor protein in complex with the
KPNB1 carrier, for localization to the nucleus to reduce IL-8 in order to protect virus
production [305]. In the Picornaviridae family, the 3C (protease) of the Foot-and-mouth
disease virus induces KPNA1 degradation, blocking STAT1/2 nuclear import to inhibit the
IFN response [306]. On the other hand, the Encephalomyocarditis virus can use its Leader
protein to bind to RAN and completely disrupt nucleocytoplasmic transport causing the
inhibition of IFN activity in the cell, as well as the efflux of nuclear proteins which can be
used by the virus for replication [307].
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1.5.2 Negative ssRNA Viruses
Negative single-stranded RNA viruses such as those from the Mononegavirales order
can interact with import adaptors to disrupt the innate antiviral response such as in the case of
the W protein of Nipah virus interacting with KPNA3 and KPNA4 for its nuclear localization
to inhibit the activation of the IRF3-responsive promoter [308], while the VP24 protein of
Ebola virus can interact with KPNA1, KPNA5 and KPNA6 to disrupt their interaction with
tyrosine-phosphorylated STAT1, thus blocking STAT1 nuclear import and inhibiting ISG
production [309, 310]. The Y1 protein of Sendai virus is localized to the nucleus by a RANdependent pathway, where it can inhibit ISG expression induced by IFN-α [311].

1.5.3 Induced Nucleoporin Expression during an Innate Antiviral Response
Although cytoplasmic-replication RNA viruses have developed ways to block the
induction of an antiviral state primarily by inhibiting the nuclear localization of STAT1, the
innate antiviral immune response can induce the expression of certain Nups to alleviate certain
effects caused by the viral infection. During an infection by Vesicular stomatitis virus, the M
protein targets NUP98 and RAE1 to block mRNA export. However, IFNs can induce the
expression of the NUP98 gene, which encodes for both NUP96 and NUP98, and RAE1 to
alleviate this mRNA export block [242, 312, 313]. NUP96 is thought to be important for the
innate and adaptive immunity as mice with low expression of NUP96 were impaired in the
induction of proteins following IFNα or IFNγ stimulation, resulting in mice which are more
susceptible to viral infections [314].
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1.6 Hypothesis & Objectives
Hypothesis:
The premise of my Master's project is based on the fact that viruses need to interact
with host factors in order to promote their life cycle in the cell, while avoiding cellular
responses that would interfere with that goal. In the case of HCV, a large number of virus-host
interactions were elucidated with the majority not having an effect on viral replication
(Germain et al., Mol. Cell. Proteomics 2014). This led us to postulate that these interactions
may be beneficial to the virus by affecting other response and processes in the cell such as the
innate antiviral immune response, metabolism and apoptosis.

Objective:
The objective of my project is to characterize HCV-host interactors that greatly
modulate the innate antiviral immune response. The goal is to comprehend these viral-host
interactions in order to uncover novel viral evasion mechanisms and apply it to other viral
infections in the hopes of finding novel targets for panviral therapies.

Aims:
-

To identify one or more proteins or a family/complex of proteins which greatly
modulate the innate antiviral response when silenced from a selected list of HCV-host
interactors

-

To determine the effect that this/these protein(s) have on the innate antiviral response
during a SeV infection biochemically

-

To propose mechanisms that would explain the targeting of this/these proteins by
viruses in the context of viral immune evasion
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Chapter 2: A Microscopy-based RNAi Screen Identifies
Key Nucleocytoplasmic Transporters that Control IRF3
and NF-κB Nuclear Translocation and Innate Antiviral
Responses Following Viral Infection.
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This chapter features the article, currently under preparation, titled "A Microscopy-based
RNAi Screen Identifies Key Nucleocytoplasmic Transporters that Control IRF3 and NFκB Nuclear Translocation and Innate Antiviral Responses Following Viral Infection." by
Bridget Gagné, Martin Baril Ph.D., and Daniel Lamarre Ph.D.
The first author (Bridget Gagné) performed all experiments, as well as the analysis of results
and the making of all figures for this article. The designing of experiments and the writing of
the article were primarily done by the first author, with valuable input, insight and revisions by
Martin Baril and Daniel Lamarre. Data from the LC-MS/MS analysis was used from the
article "Elucidating novel hepatitis C virus-host interactions using combined mass
spectrometry and functional genomics approaches." by Germain et al. (Molecular and Cellular
Proteomics, 2014).
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SUMMARY

The nuclear pore complex is the gate between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, and where
nucleocytoplasmic transport of macromolecules occurs via Karyopherin-β carriers such as
CSE1L, KPNB1, RAN, TNPO1, and XPO1. In this study, a first RNAi screen, assessing the
role of HCV-host interactors in virus-mediated production of IFNB1, identified the NPC and
protein import as the most enriched GO terms. In order to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the proteins that are affecting the nuclear translocation of the key
transcription factors IRF3 and p65 regulating IFNB1 production, we performed a microscopybased RNAi screen targeting 60 nucleocytoplasmic transporters following SeV infection. Our
kinetic screen allowed the classification of nucleoporins and nucleocytoplasmic transporters
into three functional groups: reduced (25), delayed (4) or increased (2) nuclear translocation.
Finally, knockdown of KPNB1, the hub protein highly targeted by viruses, led to a dramatic
increase in SeV replication and earlier induction of apoptosis. Altogether, we identified key
nucleocytoplasmic transporters as potential therapeutic targets for broad-spectrum antiviral
therapies.

KEYWORDS: Innate antiviral immunity; nuclear pore complex; NPC; nucleocytoplasmic
transport; RNAi screen; microscopy screen; virus-host interaction; nuclear translocation;
IRF3; p65; NF-κB; KPNB1.
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INTRODUCTION

The proteomic approach and functional RNAi screening of genes are used to elucidate virushost interactions, such as cellular factors that are required for viruses to survive and replicate
in host cells. The nuclear pore complex (NPC), composed of 30 proteins known as
nucleoporins (Nups), and nucleocytoplasmic transporters have been found to significantly
affect viral replication in many RNA viruses studied using these extensive screens [1-5].
Necessary interactions between viral proteins and NPC components and their transporters
were seen in hepatitis C virus (HCV) [1, 6, 7], picornavirus [8], and HIV-1 [9, 10] to name a
few. Influenza A virus, one of the few negative-sense RNA viruses to replicate in the nucleus,
uses IPO5 to targets its polymerase complex to the nucleus, complexes with NXF1 and its cofactors to block mRNA export, and then uses XPO1 for the export of vRNPs to the cytoplasm
[11-13]. In the case of HCV, the viral proteins core, NS2, NS3 and NS5A contain nuclear
localization signals (NLS), and core is the only one to encode a XPO1-dependent nuclear
export signal (NES) [14, 15], which suggests that the shuttling of core to the nucleus and back
to the cytoplasm early in the HCV life cycle is important for viral replication [15]. Most
recently, nuclear signals within core and NS2 were found to be important for early stages of
viral replication, while NS3 and NS5A NLSs were important for later stages of viral
replication such as assembly and egress [7]. There is also evidence that Nups accumulate in
specific regions of the cytoplasm where HCV replication occurs, leading to the hypothesis that
these Nups may be gating these viral compartments to favor viral replication and to prevent
cytosolic RLR sensing following a viral infection [6, 7]. This hypothesis is supported by the
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result that KPNB1, RAN and TNPO1, all involved with nucleocytoplasmic transport and
elucidated to interact with NS3/4A, decrease HCV replication when silenced [1].

Viruses are also able to persist with their infections by interacting with NPC and its
nucleocytoplasmic transporters to evade the innate immune antiviral response, furthering viral
growth advantage. HCV NS3/4A was showed to bind KPNB1 and prevent the interaction
with STAT1, the translocation of the ISGF3 complex to the nucleus and the production of
ISGs [1]. Poliovirus and human rhinovirus encode a 2(A) protease, which is able to cleave
NUP62, NUP98 and NUP153, disrupting nucleocytoplasmic trafficking such as protein import
and mRNA export [16-19]. Nidovirales members can disrupt the transport of important innate
antiviral factors to the nucleus to inhibit the production of ISGs such as in the case of Porcine
reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) degrading KPNA1, blocking ISGF3
nuclear import, while SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) tethers KPNB1 to ER and Golgi
membranes, blocking STAT1 nuclear import [20, 21]. Mononegavirales members can interact
with import adaptors to disrupt the innate antiviral response such as in the case of Nipah virus
interacting with KPNA3 and KPNA4 for its viral protein nuclear localization to inhibit the
activation of the IRF3-responsive promoter [22], while Ebolavirus interacts with KPNA1,
KPNA5 and KPNA6 to disrupt their interaction with tyrosine-phosphorylated STAT1 for
nuclear import, inhibiting ISG production [23, 24].

The NPC is the only structure where nucleocytoplasmic transport of macromolecules occurs
[25]. The nucleocytoplasmic transport of proteins consists of 5 major players: KPNB1 and
TNPO1 for import, XPO1 and CSE1L for export, and RAN for the energy gradient of this
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active process [26]. For protein import from the cytoplasm into the nucleus, proteins with a
NLS are bound by a Karyopherin-α (Kapα) adaptor protein and then both the NLS-containing
protein and the adaptor are bound by a Karyopherin-β (Kapβ) carrier protein, which mediates
the nuclear import of this complex [26, 27]. The main Kapβ carrier proteins for import are
KPNB1 and TNPO1, which recognize a classical and a PY-NLS motif, respectively [26, 28].
For protein export from the nucleus into the cytoplasm, a Kapβ carrier protein, bound to RanGTP, binds directly to a protein containing a NES and transports this export complex to the
cytoplasm. The main Kapβ carrier protein for export is XPO1, which binds to leucine-rich
NES [26]. CSE1L is a Kapβ carrier protein involved in export, but for the recycling of Kapα
adaptor proteins back to the cytoplasm for the formation of import complexes [26]. RAN,
bound to either GDP or GTP, is important for establishing the energy gradient, giving
directionality to the import and export pathways. The binding of Ran-GTP to the Kapβ of
import complexes once they have entered the nucleus dissociates these complexes, while RanGAP hydrolyzation of Ran-GTP to Ran-GDP, bound to the Kapβ of export complexes, causes
the complex to dissociate. Ran-GDP is recycled back to the nucleus via NUTF2, where its
GDP is exchanged for a GTP by RCC1 for the formation of export complexes [26].

In this study, HCV-host interactors identified by LC-MS/MS analysis were investigated on
virus-mediated innate antiviral response of knockdown cells expressing an inducible IFNB1
promoter-driven reporter. Those with the greatest modulatory effects on IFNB1 production
were enriched in GO Terms associated with the NPC and protein transport. Interestingly, these
proteins were all elucidated to be NS3/4A interactors. The knockdown of KPNB1, the main
Kapβ import carrier, showed the most significant decrease of ISG56 levels, which correlated
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with a rapid and dramatic increase in viral protein levels. As the NPC and its transporters are
found to interact with proteins from many viruses, the comprehensive effect of knocking down
Nups and nucleocytoplasmic transporters on the innate antiviral immunity was further
investigated by studying their effect on the nuclear translocation of transcription factors IRF3
and p65 required for IFNB1 production. Using a microscopy-based RNAi screen, we
identified a major set of proteins that reduced the number of nuclei containing IRF3 and p65
over the time course of 10 hours post infection, and decreased IFNB1 production upon
knockdown. Key nucleocytoplasmic transporters decreasing nuclear translocation included the
major players KPNB1 and TNPO1 for import, CSE1L for export and RAN for the energy
gradient. Interestingly, we observed a second set of proteins that delayed, increased or had
differential effect on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation, but reduced IFNB1 production upon
knockdown suggesting a role in the transport of other factors during the innate antiviral
response. Finally, abrogation of the innate antiviral response and dramatic increase of viral
proteins in KPNB1 knockdown cells led to an earlier and significant induction of apoptosis,
highlighting the link between the innate antiviral response and viral replication.
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RESULTS

Effect of viral-host interactor knockdown on the innate antiviral immunity
As previously described by our group, HCV-host interactors were identified using an IP-based
approach of six 3xFLAG-tagged HCV proteins (core, NS2, NS3/4A, NS4B, NS5A and NS5B)
[1]. Host proteins interacting with these viral proteins were analyzed by LC-MS/MS with 426
proteins being reproducibly detected with 2 or more peptides. Figure S1 shows the relative
quantity of peptides found for 132 of these 426 proteins that were significantly enriched in one
of the FLAG-IPs. However, only 13 of these 132 HCV interactors were described as
modulators of the HCV replication and infection by Germain et al. (2014) [1], suggesting that
these virus-host interactions may benefit the virus through the alteration of the innate antiviral
immune response.

To test this possibility, we used ~5 independent shRNA-expressing lentiviral particles to
knockdown each gene encoding the 132 proteins shown in Figure S1. As described in Baril et
al., the effect of these knockdowns on the innate antiviral immunity was measured using HEK
293T and A549 cells stably expressing an inducible IFNB1 promoter driving the firefly
luciferase reporter [29]. Infection of these cells with SeV activates the RLR pathway,
ultimately leading to the nuclear translocation of the transcription factors AP-1, NF-κB and
IRF3. These transcription factors will bind to the IFNB1 promoter and induce the transcription
of firefly luciferase, which is monitored by luminescence to quantify the innate antiviral
response. In parallel, HEK 293T cells stably expressing the firefly luciferase from a
nonimmune-related endogenous elongation factor 1 alpha (EF1α, also known as EEF1A1)
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promoter are used as a control to measure cellular fitness and assess potential non-specific
effects of shRNAs. RNAi screening in HEK 293T cells identified 15 virus-host interactors
acting as positive regulators (PR) and 20 acting as negative regulators (NR) of the innate
antiviral immunity (Figure 1A). The second RNAi screening in A549 cells identified 12 PR
and 17 NR of the innate antiviral immunity (Figure 1B). In total, 53 virus-host interactors,
with 11 being common in both cell lines, specifically affected reporter expression from the
IFNB1 promoter with at least two independent shRNAs, without affecting the constitutive
expression of the EF1α promoter (see supplemental Table 2 for complete results of the 132
genes). The effect of silencing these 53 genes in HCV replication and the innate antiviral
immunity is summarized in Figure S2, where only 12 greatly affected both viral replication
and the immune response. The other 41 genes affected solely the innate antiviral immunity,
suggesting that HCV proteins may be interacting with these host factors to subvert the
response.

Gene Ontology enrichment
To elucidate whether these 53 virus-host interactors, which affect the innate antiviral
immunity, are associated with one another through a particular complex or process in the cell,
Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment was performed. Table I lists 10 statistically significant
enriched terms (p < 0.05) in descending order of the most enriched GO Terms with the list of
genes associated with each term. The two most enriched terms are Protein Import into the
Nucleus, docking (enriched 72 fold with four proteins: CSE1L, KPNB1, TNPO1, XPO1) and
Nuclear Pore (enriched 23 fold with six proteins: CSE1L, KPNB1, LBR, RAN, TNPO1,
XPO1). While it could seem peculiar that a cytoplasmic virus like HCV would interact with
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proteins involved with the NPC, it was previously shown that some HCV proteins like NS3
contained a NLS [7] and that the NPC could contribute to the compartmentalization of viral
replication in the membranous web [6]. In addition, NS3/4A was shown to interact with
KPNB1 to prevent STAT1 translocation to the nucleus following stimulation of the JAKSTAT signaling pathway by Type I IFNs [1]. With the exception of LBR, all proteins
associated with the NPC and nucleocytoplasmic transport were elucidated to interact with
NS3/4A, which is the main player in the evasion of the innate antiviral immune response
through the cleavage of important signaling adaptors such as MAVS in the RLR pathway [30,
31] and TRIF in the TLR pathway [32].

Effect of silencing nucleocytoplasmic transporters on viral replication
Viruses interact with host proteins to promote viral growth by either hijacking cellular
machineries to facilitate their replication or by disrupting the innate immune responses. Since
knockdown of the five nucleocytoplasmic transporters, elucidated from the LC-MS/MS
analysis as HCV NS3/4A interactors, all negatively affected IFNB1 production, we wanted to
assess their potential effect on viral replication. Knockdown of XPO1, CSE1L, RAN, KPNB1
and TNPO1 in A549 (Figure 2) and HEK 293T (Figure S3) cells infected with SeV for 8 and
24 hours showed that KPNB1 knockdown led to a drastic increase in SeV replication in both
cell lines in comparison to NT. This increase in SeV replication by KPNB1 knockdown was
accompanied by an almost complete inhibition of the antiviral response at 8 hours as measured
by ISG56 protein induction in A549 (Figure 2) and 24 hours in HEK 293T cells (Figure S3).
These results suggest that KPNB1 could be targeted by the virus to disrupt the innate antiviral
immunity and to promote viral replication, a mechanism employed by HCV's NS3/4A in
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which it prevents the nuclear translocation of STAT1 to the nucleus via its interaction with
KPNB1 [1].

RNAi screen targeting the NPC and its transport proteins
The interaction of the NPC and its transporters with HCV proteins combined with their effects
on the innate antiviral immune response make this complex of proteins a study of interest to
explore more fully [1, 6]. Due to their physiological role, we hypothesized that the observed
effect of transporter proteins on the innate antiviral immunity was mediated by the regulation
of the nuclear translocation of important transcription factors for the response. Although the
nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65 both occur after a phosphorylation event [27, 33], it is
still not clear what kinds of interactions mediate this transport. IRF3 and p65 have both been
shown to bind to more than one Kapα adaptor [34-37], but it has not been shown which Kapβ
carrier or Nups are involved in this nuclear transport.

To test our hypothesis, a microscopy-based RNAi screen was performed on 60 proteins
associated with the NPC and nucleocytoplasmic transport, focusing on the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 and p65, important transcription factors for the Type I interferon
response. Figure 3A explains in detail how the RNAi microscopy-screen was done. In brief,
A549 cells were plated in transparent 96-well plates and every well was infected with a single
lentivirus-encoding shRNA (~5 independent shRNAs per gene for 60 genes) at a MOI of 10
for four days to allow efficient knockdown of the targeted proteins. A control shRNA NT was
included in each 96-well plate. Prior to fixation and permeabilization, cells were infected with
SeV for 1, 3, 5, 8 or 10 hours, before nuclear labeling with Hoechst and antibody staining for
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IRF3 or p65. Images of cells were captured in nine pre-determined fields for each well using
an Operetta High Content Screening (HCS) Microscope. Images were then processed using
Harmony software to delimitate the nuclear region and measure the fluorescence intensity of
IRF3 or p65 within the nucleus. For each 96-well plate, a fluorescence cut-off was set to allow
automated discrimination of cells with (green) or without (red) IRF3 or p65 nuclear staining
(Figure 3A). This information allowed us to calculate the percentage of cells with IRF3 or p65
nuclear staining and to evaluate the effect of each shRNA on the nuclear translocation of these
two transcription factors following SeV infection.

A representative time course experiment performed with the control shRNA NT showing the
nuclear translocation of IRF3 or p65 over a 10-hour SeV infection is presented in Figure 3B.
Graphic representation of these results can be plotted using the percentage of positive nuclear
staining for IRF3 or p65 (Figure 3C). Over the course of a 10-hour SeV infection, we observed
an increase in both IRF3 and p65 nuclear staining culminating to approximately 75% of
positive cells at five hours post-infection, followed by a decrease to approximately 30% of
positive cells at 10 hours. This microscopy kinetic was confirmed biochemically using cell
fractionation and Western blot analysis (Figure 3D). Following SeV infection, we observed
IRF3 phosphorylation on Ser386 starting at 1 hour, culminating at 5 hours and decreasing at
10 hours post-infection, similar to the amount of total IRF3 observed in the nucleus at these
time points. Phosphorylated forms of IRF3 can also be observed using the total IRF3 antibody
in both cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions. Phosphorylation of the NF-κB negative regulator
NFKBIA on Ser32, leading to its ubiquitination and degradation, increases gradually from 1 to
10 hours post-infection. This degradation of NFKBIA allows p65 nuclear translocation, which
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starts at 1 hour, culminates at 5 hours and decreases at 10 hours post-infection. This nuclear
translocation of both IRF3 and p65 lead to the induction of antiviral response genes including
ISG56 protein which is detectable starting at 3 hours post-infection. The cytoplasmic and
nuclear fraction purity was confirmed by the strict histone 1 (H1) staining in the nucleus and
constant p65 levels in the cytoplasm (coupled with the absence of p65 in the nucleus in the
absence of SeV infection). Altogether, these biochemical observations correlated with the
HCS imaging analysis, validating our approach to identify NPC components and their
transporters in regulating the nuclear import of IRF3 and p65 transcription factors.

Effects of NPC and transporter proteins knockdown on nuclear translocation of IRF3
and p65
Using this methodology, we were able to directly measure the effect of every RNAi targeting
60 Nups and transporter proteins on the nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65. As an example,
three independent shRNA targeting KPNB1, which is the main Kapβ carrier for import,
significantly affected nuclear translocation of both IRF3 and p65 when compared to the
shRNA NT (Figure 4A). To facilitate their visualization and analysis, results obtained with the
control shRNA NT were normalized to zero for every time point, allowing shRNA KPNB1 to
be represented as relative percentage in the nucleus (Figure 4B). Using this representation, we
showed that KPNB1 knockdown with three independent shRNAs leads to a strong decrease of
IRF3 translocation to the nucleus at three and five hours post-infection, before coming back to
normal level at eight and ten hours post-infection. A similar pattern is observed on p65 nuclear
translocation, although with a less drastic decrease at three and five hours post-infection and
culminating with increased p65 nuclear staining at eight and ten hours post-infection
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compared to the shRNA NT. In addition, we used caspase-mediated poly [ADP-ribose]
polymerase 1 (PARP1) cleavage, creating 89 kDa and 24 kDa fragments, to assess virusmediated apoptosis. We observed that the increased SeV replication observed in KPNB1
knockdown A549 cells is accompanied with an earlier induction of apoptosis starting at 1 hour
post-infection instead of 3 hours post-infection in the shRNA NT treated cells (Figure 4C).
Altogether, these results demonstrate that KPNB1 knockdown blocks IRF3 and p65
translocation to the nucleus, impairing the antiviral response, which in turns likely leads to
increased viral replication and cellular apoptosis.

Our RNAi screen allowed us to identified 33 Nups and transporter proteins for which
knockdown with at least two independent shRNAs significantly affected nuclear translocation
of IRF3 or p65 following SeV infection. Knockdown led to a decrease in translocation for 25
genes, a delay in translocation for 4 genes (KPNA3, NUP43, NUPL2 and TNPO2), an
increase in translocation for 2 genes (KPNA4 and XPO1) and differential effect on IRF3 and
p65 for 2 genes (KPNA5 and RANBP3). We further divided these 33 nucleocytoplasmic
transporters and Nups into subgroups according to their function and localization,
respectively. In Figure 5, we observed that knockdown of KPNA1-6 led to a distinct
phenotype for 5 out the 6 adaptors with a major decrease of p65 nuclear translocation at 3
hours of SeV infection, with the exception of KPNA4. The effect of these adaptors on IRF3 is
more variable as KPNA5 and KPNA4 delayed and increased translocation, respectively. The
knockdown of KPNA5 shows a differential effect with a delay in translocation for IRF3 and a
decrease in translocation for p65. In Figure 6, the functionally-grouped nucleocytoplasmic
transporters mostly decrease the translocation of these transcriptions factors, which is expected
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of the Kapβ carriers involved in import (IPO for importins and TNPO for transportins).
However, TNPO2 knockdown demonstrated a delay in translocation for both factors, differing
from TNPO1’s knockdown phenotype (Figures 5B and S5). This suggests that TNPO2 is not a
redundant transporter of TNPO1, in contrast to previous reports concerning the transport of
HNRNPA1 and HUR [38]. The knockdown of the main Kapβ carrier for export XPO1
increased nuclear translocation of these factors, but with a transient increase for IRF3 and a
sustained increase for p65 (Figures 5C and S6). Similar to KPNA5, RANBP3 knockdown
caused a delay in IRF3 translocation and a transient decrease in p65, suggesting that RANBP3
may be using KPNA5 as an adaptor due to the similar phenotype for both IRF3 and p65
translocation (Figures 5C and S6). In Figure 6, the Nups are categorized by their localization
in the NPC with the majority decreasing both IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation, with the
exception of NUPL2 (Figures 6A and S9) and NUP43 (Figures 6B and S10). NUPL2
knockdown increases IRF3 translocation at very early stages of infection, and it correlates
with XPO1 knockdown effect on IRF3 as NUPL2 promotes XPO1 function [39]. NUP43
knockdown shows similar nuclear translocation phenotypes for both factors as seen in KPNA5
and RANBP3 knockdown, suggesting that NUP43 may be involved in the import of this
RANBP3-KPNA5 import complex through the NPC.

Effects of NPC and transporter proteins knockdown on pIFNB1 induction following SeV
infection
In parallel to the microscopy screen, we performed an A549 pIFNB1-LUC screen to
characterize the effect of every shRNA on the IFNB1 promoter induction following SeV
infection. Our results showed that the majority of shRNAs significantly affecting the nuclear
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translocation of IRF3 or p65 also decreased IFNB1 promoter induction 6 hours post-SeV
infection (including XPO1 and KPNA4 that increased IRF3 and p65 nuclear levels). IFNB1
promoter results are presented in histograms next to each nuclear translocation curves in
Figures 4A, 5B and S4-S12 (complete results can be found in supplementary Table S4). These
histograms also included the effect of every shRNA on the cellular proliferation and survival,
which is the ratio of the total number of nuclei for every shRNA in our microscopy screen
divided by the total number of nuclei for the control shRNA NT included in the same 96-well
plate. This allows us to discriminate between general effects of these shRNAs on cellular
fitness versus their actual role in the innate antiviral immunity.
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DISCUSSION

The goal of the study was to elucidate novel proteins, families or processes which affected the
innate antiviral immunity from a subset of proteins previously elucidated to be interacting with
one of six HCV proteins [1]. The main hypothesis was that viral-host interactors not affecting
HCV replication when knocked down would instead affect the innate antiviral immunity,
giving a plausible explanation to the virus-host interaction as the virus could be hijacking
these host factors and interfering with their role in the immune response, thus allowing the
virus a growth advantage in the cell [1]. From the viral-host interactors which greatly affected
the innate antiviral response when knocked down, there was enrichment in the NPC term,
more specifically in proteins involved in nucleocytoplasmic transport (Table I). This group of
proteins leads to two distinct observations: the first being that, with the exception of LBR,
these proteins were all elucidated to interact with NS3/4A (Figure S1); the second is that when
knocked down during a viral infection, they all dramatically decreased the production of
IFNB1 (Figure 1). As the viral life cycle of HCV takes place exclusively in the cytoplasm, it
could seem surprising that HCV proteins interact with nucleocytoplasmic transporters [40].
However, many of the HCV proteins contain a NLS (core, NS2, NS3 and NS5A) and the core
protein also contains a XPO1-dependent NES [14, 15], suggesting that shuttling of core in and
out of the nucleus early in the HCV life cycle is important for viral replication [15]. There is
also evidence which showed that Nups accumulate in specific regions of the cytoplasm where
HCV replication occurs, leading to the hypothesis that these Nups may be gating these viral
compartments to favor viral replication [7] and to prevent cytosolic RLR sensing following a
viral infection [6]. This hypothesis is supported by the result that KPNB1, RAN and TNPO1,
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all involved with nucleocytoplasmic transport and elucidated to interact with NS3/4A, were
previously shown to decrease HCV replication [1]. For example, TNPO1 is well-known for
mediating the nuclear import of HNRNPA1 through its M9 NLS [38, 41]. In the context of
HCV, HNRNPA1 binds to the 5’ and 3’ UTR of HCV RNA [42], NS3/4A [43] and NS5B [42]
and its silencing reduced viral replication [42, 44]. NS3/4A may be hijacking TNPO1 to cause
cytoplasmic accumulation of HNRNPA1 leading to an increase in viral RNA translation from
the HCV IRES [45], a mechanism that is also seen in HIV-1 [46]. It has also been shown that
core and NS5A interact with KPNA1 [6], suggesting that CSE1L, which exports Kapα adaptor
proteins back to the cytoplasm [26], could be required for the formation of viral protein import
complexes in the cytoplasm. CSE1L was also shown to have an import function for the HIV-1
Vpr protein bound to KPNA1, where it imports and dissociates this complex in the nucleus
[47]. In this study, we have elucidated XPO1 as a NS3/4A interactor (Figure S1) and XPO1
was previously shown to export both the core protein early in HCV infection [15] and DDX3X
[48], which is targeted by core to lipid droplets [49, 50]. This suggests that XPO1 may be
targeted by multiple HCV proteins over the course of HCV’s replication cycle.

From the innate antiviral response stand point, we showed that, upon viral infection, reducing
the expression of the main Kapβ nuclear import carrier KPNB1 reduces the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 and p65, thus downregulating IFNB1 and ISG56 production.
Importantly, KPNB1 knockdown led to a dramatic increase of SeV replication (Figures 2 and
S3), supporting the hypothesis that affecting the innate antiviral response can directly impact
viral replication. Interestingly, we observed an increase in KPNB1 protein level following SeV
infection (Figure 4C) and previous report have shown that KPNB1 and other proteins involved
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in nucleocytoplasmic transport such as RCC1, the Guanine Exchange Factor for RAN [51],
were found to be overexpressed in hepatocellular carcinomas after liver transplantation due to
chronic HCV infection [52]. Similarly to KPNB1, knockdown of CSE1L, which is involved in
both import and export, as it exports Kapα adaptors for the formation of import complexes
[26], also reduces the innate antiviral response. On the other hand, XPO1 is associated with
protein export and has been shown to associate with DDX3X for nuclear export in the
presence of HIV-1 rev protein [48]. Here we show that XPO1 knockdown leads to an
accumulation of IRF3 and p65 in the nucleus (Figures 6C and S6), an observation in line with
previously observed nuclear accumulation of p65 upon treatment with leptomycin B, a XPO1
inhibitor [53]. Despite this nuclear accumulation of transcription factors, XPO1 knockdown
led to a decrease IFNB1 and ISG56 induction following SeV infection. This might result from
the depletion of DDX3X from the cytoplasm, where it associates with TBK1 and IKBKE to
enhance the induction of the IFN promoter [54, 55]. In addition, XPO1 knockdown could
reduce the type I IFN JAK-STAT amplification loop by blocking the nuclear export of IFN-α1
mRNA [56, 57]. While TNPO1 is not known to bind to any effectors of the innate antiviral
response, p65 was predicted to contain a hydrophobic PY-NLS that is recognized by TNPO1
[28]. This could explain the decreased IFNB1 production upon TNPO1 knockdown, as well as
the decrease in p65 nuclear translocation (Figure S5).

In terms of adaptors, only KPNA3 and KPNA4 were determined to interact with the NLS of
IRF3 in vitro [34], increasing the importance of determining how IRF3 enters the nucleus
during a viral infection. Our results show that knocking down of the 6 Kapα adaptors
individually led to distinct effects on IRF3 nuclear translocation. It seems that KPNA2, 3 and
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5 are all involved with IRF3 nuclear import at the beginning of a viral infection, while KPNA1
and KPNA4 seems to affect its export. Near the end of the time course, KPNA1 affects
nuclear import, while KPNA4 and KPNA5 affect its export. KPNA2 and KPNA3 do not have
major effects on the translocation at late time points, while KPNA6 barely affects the
translocation at all (Figure 5). It may seem strange to say that adaptors which are only used in
import could have an effect on the export of a protein; however, trafficking of proteins is more
complicated than import to the nucleus and export to the cytoplasm. It is possible that adaptors
affecting export are actually just not releasing the protein from the import complex in the
nucleus, which would explain why we could see IRF3 in the nucleus, but if it is still bound to
an adaptor protein, then it is not carrying out its function.

KPNA1 (Importin α5), KPNA2 (Importin α1), KPNA3 (Importin α4), KPNA4 (Importin α3),
KPNA5 (Importin α6) and KPNA6 (Importin α7) were all shown to be important for p65
nuclear translocation following SeV infection or TNF-α stimulation [35-37]. Our results
demonstrated that the knockdown of these 6 Kapα adaptor proteins did indeed all effect p65
nuclear translocation, validating previous studies, with all except one showing the phenotype
where p65 nuclear translocation dramatically decreased 3 hours of post-SeV infection (Figure
5). An interesting observation from this data is that KPNA4 knockdown increased p65 nuclear
translocation, however it is the adaptor that is most targeted whether by host proteins, viral
infections and even a fungal metabolite in order to disrupt p65 nuclear import by either
reducing the expression of KPNA4 [58] or preventing the interaction by binding to KPNA4
[59] or to p65 [60], respectively. It is possible that KPNA4 is the main controller of p65
import, as the knockdown of the other adaptors causes a decrease at one time point (3 hours),
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but is quickly brought back to normal levels at the next time point (5 hours). When KPNA4 is
silenced, the rest of the adaptors may be over-compensating, causing this increase of p65
during the entire SeV infection time course.

There is virtually no literature which suggests a carrier for IRF3 nuclear translocation during a
viral infection. Our results show that the importins had a major effect on IRF3 import upon
knockdown with IPO4 having a major effect towards the end of the time course, while IPO7
and IPO8 had a general effect throughout the time course (Figures 6 and S4). TNPO1 and
TNPO3 knockdown reduce IRF3 nuclear translocation throughout the time course, however
TNPO2 knockdown increases nuclear translocation after the 5 hour time point, which suggests
that carriers involved in the nucleocytoplasmic transport of IRF3 is not necessarily the same
throughout the entire SeV infection (Figures 6 and S5).

In terms of import carriers for p65, one study found KPNB1 to be the main import carrier via
the p65 NLS [37], which is supported by our findings (Figure 4). Another identified carrier for
p65 import was IPO8, which apparently transports this factor in a NLS-independent fashion
[37], where in our results we see a decrease in nuclear translocation during the entire time
course (Figures 6 and S4). IPO7 and TNPO1 also seem to be potential import carriers as their
knockdown reduces p65 nuclear translocation (Figure 6), which supports the finding of a
predicted NLS that is recognized by TNPO1 [28]. IPO4 and TNPO3 knockdown only seem to
affect import at 3 hours of SeV infection, and IPO4 knockdown increases p65 translocation at
the first hour of infection (Figure 6). TNPO2 knockdown, like in the case of IRF3 nuclear
translocation, increases p65 nuclear import after the 5 hour time point (Figure 6).
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As the main carrier for export, XPO1 was shown to bind to IRF3 NES and the use of
leptomycin B, a XPO1 inhibitor, demonstrated an accumulation of IRF3 in the nucleus [34].
Our results supported this with XPO1 knockdown causing nuclear accumulation of IRF3
during the early phase of the infection (Figures 6 and S6). RANBP3, a XPO1 cofactor for
protein export [61, 62], increases nuclear translocation of IRF3 only at 8 hours of SeV
infection. This is not the case of p65 nuclear translocation as RANBP3 knockdown affects
only the nuclear import at 3 hours of SeV infection. It is not surprising that CSE1L
knockdown would cause a dramatic decrease of nuclear IRF3 and p65 during the entirety of
the SeV infection time course (Figures 6 and S6) as it is responsible for the export of Kapα
back to the cytoplasm, and we have shown that the Kapα do play a role in the nuclear
translocation of both factors (Figure 5).

The knockdown of proteins, which are known to export mRNA, such as NXF1 (also known as
TAP), seems to have an effect on the import of IRF3 and p65 into the nucleus (Figures 6 and
S7). However, it is not clear whether this decrease in IRF3 and p65 is due to the fact that the
export of their mRNAs are reduced, diminishing the amount of proteins translated, thus
decreasing the amount that is able to enter the nucleus.

The silencing of RAN affected both IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation with a most drastic
effect on IRF3 during 3 to 5 hours of SeV infection (Figure 6). This drastic effect may be due
to two reasons: first, RAN in its GTP form is required to bind to import complexes to liberate
NLS-containing proteins into the nucleus; second, CSE1L requires RanGTP to drive the
export of Kapα back to the cytoplasm for the formation of import complexes [26]. NUTF2 and
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RCC1 affect IRF3 nuclear import, but only at the beginning of the infection, as the
knockdown of these two affect little during the last 2 hours of the time course (Figure 6). It
seems that p65 nuclear import is most dependent on the availability of RanGTP in the nucleus
as the knockdown of NUTF2, responsible for transporting RanGDP back to the nucleus, and
RCC1, responsible for exchanging RanGDP for RanGTP, decrease p65 nuclear translocation
just as much as RAN knockdown.

Multiple nucleoporins had similar phenotypes when knocked down on the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 and p65, where the majority had a major effect at 1, 3, and 5 hours of
SeV infection and went back to normal levels at 8 and 10 hours of infection (Figure 7).
NUP88 was previously shown to regulate NF-κB activity via its nucleocytoplasmic transport
[63], which is supported by our findings with a significant decrease of p65 nuclear
translocation at 3 hours of SeV infection (Figures 7C and S11). Interestingly, hepatocellular
carcinomas have increased levels of NUP88 [64], which can cause constitutive activation of
NF-κB in both the nucleus and cytoplasm [63].

The only Nup with a distinct phenotype is NUPL2, which is known to promote protein export
via XPO1 [39], and shows an increase at 1 and 10 hours of infection for IRF3 nuclear
translocation, and 8 hours for p65 nuclear translocation (Figures 7 and S9). NUPL2 was found
to interact with HIV-1 Vpr for docking at the nuclear envelope, suggesting that Vpr disrupts
NUPL2 function to allow for the import of viral DNA into the nucleus [65].
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Viruses, including HIV-1, have been shown to interact with NPC proteins such as NUP153
and nucleocytoplasmic transporter TNPO3 to evade the innate immune response [66].
RANBP2 was shown to reduce HIV-1 replication when silenced, and was important for HIV-1
nuclear import [67]. However, RANBP2 silencing caused an increase in viral replication for
Japanese encephalitis virus [68, 69]. NUP214 was determined to be a host factor for
enterovirus 71 replication as the overexpression of this Nup increased viral replication [70]. In
this context, our work does not only allow insight into this complex nucleocytoplasmic
transport machinery by elucidating components involved in the nuclear translocation of IRF3
and p65 transcription factors, but also identifies key host proteins targeted by viral evasion
mechanisms as new potential therapeutic targets to treat a broad range of viral infections.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cell culture
HEK 293T (Human Embryonic Kidney) cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Wisent). A549 (human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial) cell lines
were cultured in Ham’s F-12 medium (Invitrogen). Both media were supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2 mM glutamine (all
from Wisent) and 1% nonessential amino acids (Invitrogen) at 37 °C in an atmosphere of 5%
CO2. Cell populations of HEK 293T and A549 stably harbouring the pIFNB1-LUC and of
HEK 293T stably harbouring the pEF1α-LUC used in the screens were produced after
selection with 200μg/ml of hygromycin B (Wisent) and were previously described [29].
Transfections were performed with linear 25 kDa polyethylenimine (PEI) (Polysciences, Inc)
at 3 μg PEI to 1 μg DNA ratio.
Expression vectors
RAN cDNA was purchased from GE Dharmacon/Open Biosystems. Following PCRamplification, PCR product was cloned using Pfl23II/NotI enzymes into pcDNA3.1_FLAGMCS(MB) expression vector [31]. 3xFLAG-NS3/4A, FLAG-XPO1 and MYC-NS3/4A have
been described before [1]. All constructs were verified by Sanger sequencing and subsequent
Western Blot analysis.
Lentiviral shRNA library production
From MISSION TRC lentiviral library (Sigma-Aldrich), 132 MS hits were selected and
shRNA were produced as follows: five different shRNA-expressing lentiviruses per gene were
produced individually in HEK 293T cells (2x104) that are plated one day prior to transfection.
Transfections were performed using a Biomek FX (Beckman Coulter) enclosed in a class II
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cabinet according to MISSION® Lentiviral Packaging Mix protocol (SHP001). Viruses were
collected at 24 and 48 hours post transfection and were pooled prior to freezing. A non-target
sequence (NT) shRNA-expressing control lentivirus and 4% of random samples of each plate
were used to measure lentiviral titers for quality control purposes. Titers were determined by
limiting dilution assays using HeLa cells. Briefly, samples were diluted in complete DMEM
(1:400 or 1:10,000) and added to HeLa cells. Media was changed at day 3 and 5 with complete
DMEM containing 1 μg/ml puromycin (Wisent). After four days of selection, cells were
stained with 1.25% crystal violet and plaque-forming units (PFU) were counted to determine
viral titer.
Large-scale shRNA production
293T cells were transfected with pRSV-REV, pMDLg/pRRE, pMD2-VSVg [71] and various
shRNA-expressing pLKO.1-puro constructs (Sigma-Aldrich) using linear 25 kDa PEI
(Polysciences, Inc) at 3 μg PEI to 1 μg DNA ratio. 48 hours after transfection, cell media was
collected, filtered (0.45 μm filter), and aliquoted. Multiplicity of infection (MOI) was
determined using limiting dilution assays as described in previous section.
Firefly luminescence assay
For screening, cells were seeded in white 96-well plates at a density of 5,000 HEK 293T
pIFNB1_LUC, 5,000 A549 pIFNB1_LUC and 1,250 HEK 293T pEF1α-LUC in 100 μl of
complete phenol-red free DMEM containing 4 μg/ml polybrene. Infection with lentivirus
encoding shRNA were carried out immediately after cell seeding at a MOI of 10 and
incubated for three days at 37 °C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2. Cells were infected with 100
HAU/ml of SeV (Cantell Strain, Charles River Labs) for 6 hours for A549 and 16 hours for
HEK 293T cells before cell lysis and firefly luminescence reading in a 100 mM Tris acetate,
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20 mM Mg acetate, 2 mM EGTA, 3.6 mM ATP, 1% Brij 58, 0.7% β-mercaptoethanol and 45
μg/ml luciferine pH 7.9 buffer. All infections were performed in an enclosed class II cabinet.
Operetta microscopy
A549 cells were plated on clear 96-well plates at a density of 1000 cells in 100 µl complete
Ham’s F-12 medium containing 4 μg/ml polybrene. Infection with lentivirus encoding shRNA
(five individual shRNAs per gene) were carried out immediately after cell seeding at a
multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10 and incubated for four days at 37 °C in an atmosphere of
5% CO2. As control the MISSION® shRNA NT clone (Sigma SHC002) was included in each
96-well plate. Cells were infected with 100 HAU/ml of SeV (Cantell Strain, Charles River
Labs) for 0, 1, 3, 5, 8 or 10 hours before being fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde-containing
PBS for 20 minutes at room temperature and then permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100/PBS
for 15 minutes. Blocking was made in PBS with 10% normal goat serum, 5% bovine serum
albumin (BSA) and 0.02% sodium azide for 45 minutes at room temperature. Following three
rapid washes, cells were labelled with mouse anti-IRF3 (SL-12; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or
rabbit anti-p65 (C-20; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) primary antibodies diluted in 5%
BSA/0.02% sodium azide/PBS for 2 hours. Wells were washed three times in PBS and then
labelled with anti-mouse AlexaFluor 488 or anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 488 secondary antibodies
(Invitrogen) diluted in 5% BSA/0.02% sodium azide/PBS for 1 hour. Cells were extensively
washed and incubated with Hoechst dye (Invitrogen) at a final concentration of 1μg/mL in
PBS. Images of cells were captured in nine predetermined fields for each well (Operetta High
Content Screening Microscope; Perkin Elmer) and images were processed using Harmony
(Perkin Elmer). Cut-off for nuclear staining for IRF3 and p65 were between 230 to 300 and
515 to 735, respectively. Percentage of cells with IRF3 or p65 nuclear staining was calculated
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by dividing the number of nuclei where nuclear fluorescence was higher than the cut-off for
IRF3 or p65 staining by the total number of nuclei stained by Hoechst for the nine fields. The
effect of a shRNA on cell proliferation and survival was evaluated by dividing the total
number of nuclei in the nine fields of the five time points and dividing it by the total number
of nuclei in the nine fields of the six time points of the shRNA NT control well included in
every 96-well plate.
Western Blot analysis
Cells were washed twice with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Wisent), harvested
and lysed in 10mM Tris-HCl, 100mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100, pH7.6 with EDTA-free
Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche). Cell lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 13,000 g
for 15 min at 4 °C and subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel (SDS-PAGE).
Western Blot analysis was performed using the following antibodies: ACTIN was purchased
from Chemicon International (Billerica, MA MAB1501R); FLAG was purchased from Sigma
(St-Louis, MO, USA, F3165); CSE1L, IRF3 P-386, KPNB1 and TNPO1 were purchased from
Abcam (Toronto, Ontario, Canada, ab96755, ab76493, ab2811, and ab10303); H1, p65, RAN
and XPO1 were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX, sc-8030, sc-8008, sc58467, and sc-74454); IRF3 was purchased from Phoenix Airmid Biomedical (Oakville, ON,
18781); ISG56 was purchased from Novus Biologicals (Oakville, ON, NBP1-32329);
NFKBIA P-32 was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc, (Danvers, MA, 2859).
The antibody for PARP1 and Sendai Virus was a kind gift from MJ. Hébert and M. Servant,
respectively.

HRP-conjugated

secondary

antibodies

were

from

Bio-Rad.

The

chemiluminescence reaction was performed using the Western Lighting Chemiluminescence
Reagent Plus (PerkinElmer).
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Co-immunoprecipitation
For co-immunoprecipitation, FLAG-tagged protein expressing cells were harvested and lysed
as described above. Resulting cell extracts were adjusted to 1 mg/ml and subjected to IP as
follows: pre-clearing of the lysates was done by incubating lysates with 40 μl of 50:50 slurry
of immunoglobulin G-Sepharose (GE Healthcare) prepared in the lysis buffer with IgG beads
for 1 hour. Pre-cleared lysate were immunoprecipitated by adding 20 μl of M2 anti-FLAG
affinity gel (Sigma-Aldrich) prepared in TBS buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH
7.4) overnight as described by the manufacturer. Immunoprecipitates were washed five times
in lysis buffer. Elution was performed using 250 ng/μl purified FLAG peptide for 45 min at 4
°C (Sigma-Aldrich). Eluates were analyzed by Western Blotting.
Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction
Nuclear and cytoplasmic extraction was performed on 4,000,000 A549 cells that were
previously plated on 100 mm plates, infected with lentivirus encoding shRNA NT or KPNB1
(TRCN0000123189) at a MOI of 10 for three days and infected with SeV for 0, 1, 3, 5, 8 and
10 hours prior to harvesting. Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were prepared with NE-PER™
Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction Reagents (Thermo Scientific) according to the
manufacturer protocol.
Functional enrichment analysis
DAVID database was used for functional annotation [72, 73]. DAVID functional annotation
chart tool was used to perform Gene Ontology biological process and InterPro protein domain
analysis. Terms with a p-value smaller than 5x10-2 were considered as significantly
overrepresented.
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Figure 1. Knockdown of host proteins interacting with HCV modulates innate antiviral
immunity
Heat map visualization of the IFNB1 promoter activity following 53 gene hits whose silencing
significantly inhibited SeV-mediated antiviral immunity (log2 scale). shRNA screens were
performed on HEK 293T (A) and A549 (B) cells stably expressing the firefly luciferase under
the control of the IFNB1 promoter. Results were normalized according to cells treated with
shRNA NT (negative control set to 1 - black) based on an average of two independent
experiments. The following criteria were applied to select hits: at least two shRNAs per gene
with > 25 % effect on IFNB1 promoter activity without affecting nonimmune-related
endogenous promoter EF1α promoter activity. Hits are clustered by their corresponding viral
binding-partners, and the last two digits of hits name correspond to the shRNA TRC number.
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Figure 2. Effect of silencing nucleocytoplasmic transporters on ISG56 induction and SeV
replication
Immunoblot analysis of A549 cells infected with SeV for 8 or 24 hours following knockdown
of XPO1, CSE1L, RAN, KPNB1 and TNPO1 for three days. shRNA NT is used as a control.
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Figure 3. Microscopy-based shRNA screen to observe IRF3 and p65 nuclear
translocation.
(A) Overview of the shRNA microscopy-screen. A549 cells were plated in 96-well plates and
infected with a single lentivirus-encoding shRNA (~5 independent shRNAs per gene for 60
nucleocytoplasmic transporters) at a MOI of 10 for four days. A control shRNA NT was
included in each 96-well plate. Cells were infected with SeV for 1, 3, 5, 8 or 10 hours before
fixation, permeabilization, Hoechst nuclear labeling and antibody staining of IRF3 or p65 with
Alexa Fluor 488 (green). Images of cells were captured in nine pre-determined fields for each
well using an Operetta High Content Screening Microscope. Images were processed using
Harmony software to delimitate the nuclear region and measure the fluorescence intensity of
IRF3 or p65 within the nucleus. For each 96-well plate, a fluorescence cut-off was set to allow
automated discrimination of cells with (green) or without (red) IRF3 or p65 nuclear staining
and to calculate the percentage of cells with IRF3 or p65 nuclear staining for each shRNA. (B)
Representative time course imaging performed with the control shRNA NT showing the
nuclear translocation of IRF3 or p65 over a 10-hour SeV infection (one representative out of
nine field images). (C) Graphic representation of the microscopy image-based analysis
showing the percentage of cells with positive nuclear staining for IRF3 or p65. Over the
course of a 10-hour SeV infection, we observe an increase in both IRF3 and p65 nuclear
staining culminating with approximately 75% of positive cells at five hours post infection,
followed by a decrease to approximately 30% of positive cells at 10 hours. (D) Immunoblot
analysis of total cell lysate, cytoplasmic extract and nuclear extract of A549 cells infected with
lentivirus encoding shRNA NT at a MOI of 10 for three days and infected with SeV for 0, 1,
3, 5, 8 and 10 hours prior to harvesting.
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Figure 4. KPNB1 knockdown impairs IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation and pIFNB1
induction, while increasing SeV viral replication and apoptosis.
(A) Three independent shRNA targeting KPNB1 significantly affected nuclear translocation of
both IRF3 (left panel) and p65 (middle panel) when compared to the shRNA NT. The effect of
these shRNA-mediated knockdowns on SeV induced IFNB1 promoter activity was measured
in A549 cells stably expressing the firefly luciferase under the control of the IFNB1 promoter
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(right panel). In addition, the effect of a shRNA on cell proliferation and survival was
evaluated using images from the microscopy screen (see Fig. 3) by dividing the total number
of nuclei for a given shRNA and dividing it by the total number of nuclei for the shRNA NT
control (right panel). (B) Alternative representation of results presented in (A) using relative
percentage in the nucleus obtained after normalization of the control shRNA NT to zero for all
time points. (C) Immunoblot analysis of A549 cells infected with SeV for 1, 3, 5, 8 or 10
hours following transduction with shRNA NT (control) or shRNA targeting KPNB1 for three
days. PARP1 cleavage (arrows) is used as apoptosis readout.
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Figure 5. Effect of silencing KPNA adaptors on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation.
Relative percentage of cells containing IRF3 and p65 in the nucleus after normalization of the
control shRNA NT to zero for all time points, as described in Figure 4. Results are presented
as average of all shRNAs for each KPNA gene (A) and as individual shRNA for KPNA1-6
(B). The effect of shRNA-mediated knockdown on SeV induced IFNB1 promoter activity and
on cell proliferation and survival were calculated as described in Figure 4A (right panel).
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Figure 6. Effect of silencing different transporter groups on IRF3 and p65 nuclear
translocation.
Importins (IPO4, IPO7, IPO8), transportins (TNPO1, TNPO2, TNPO3), as well as proteins
involved in protein export (XPO1, CSE1L, RANBP3), mRNA export (NXT1, NXT2, NXF1,
NXF2) and the RAN gradient (RAN, NUTF2, RCC1) were knocked down. Results are
presented as the average of all shRNAs in relative percentage of cells containing IRF3 and p65
in the nucleus after normalization of the control shRNA NT to zero for all time points, as
described in Figure 5A. Individual shRNA results on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation,
IFNB1 promoter activity and cell proliferation and survival are described in Figures S4-S8.
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Figure 7. Effect of silencing Nups on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation.
Cytoplasmic FG-Nups and filaments (RANBP2, NUP214, NUPL2), outer-ring Nups (NUP43,
NUP107, NUP160), linker Nups (NUP93, NUP88) and central FG-Nups (NUP54, NUP35,
NUPL1) were knocked down. Results are presented as the average of all shRNAs in relative
percentage of cells containing IRF3 and p65 in the nucleus after normalization of the control
shRNA NT to zero for all time points, as described in Figure 5A. Individual shRNA results on
IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation, IFNB1 promoter activity and cell proliferation and
survival are described in Figures S9-S12.
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21

0.00000073

Protein Import into Nucleus (BP)
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Ribonucleoprotein Complex (CC)
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13

2.1
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Nucleotide Binding (MF)

14
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ACTB, C1QBP, CACYBP, CSNK2A1, KPNB1, PRKDC,
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ACTB, ATP6V1A, CSNK2A1, CKB, DICER1, GNAI3, MTHFD1,
PHGDH, PKM2, PRKDC, RAN, RBM10, RUBVL2, TRIP13

Table 1. Gene ontology (GO) terms enrichment of HCV-host interactors affecting the
innate antiviral immunity
GO biological process (BP), molecular functions (MF) and cellular compartment (CC) terms
significantly enriched (p < 0.05) are indicated with their respective list of genes and fold
enrichment. The GO terms incorrectly list XPO1 as being involved in protein import, when it
is the main carrier for protein export.
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Figure S1. Host proteins specifically associated with HCV proteins
Heat map visualization of the 132 host protein quantities significantly enriched in one of the
six experimental IPs of HCV proteins (3xFLAG-Core, -NS2, -NS3/4A, -NS4B, -NS5A and –
NS5B), modified from Germain et al. (2014) [1]. Proportions of presence for each of the six
experimental conditions are represented for host proteins hits (Σ six conditions = 1 for each
host protein). The proteins are ordered from greatest to lowest proportion in their respective
viral protein enrichment groups as determined by LC-MS/MS. The darker color correlates
with the absence of the host protein in the condition, and brighter green indicates a high
prevalence of the host protein in the condition (log2 scale).
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Figure S2. Venn Diagram of Virus-Host Interactors Greatly Modulating HCV
Replication and the Innate Antiviral Immune Response
A Venn diagram representation of the effect of gene silencing on the 53 virus-host interactors
greatly affecting the innate antiviral immune response in comparison to their effect on HCV
replication. Only 12 out of the 53 interactors met the stringent criteria of Germain et al. (2014)
[1] for having a major effect on viral replication, while the rest affected the immune response.
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Figure S3. Effect of nucleocytoplasmic transporters knockdown on SeV replication.
Immunoblot analysis of HEK 293T cells infected with SeV for 8 or 24 hours following
knockdown of XPO1, CSE1L, RAN, KPNB1 and TNPO1 for three days. shRNA NT is used
as a control.
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Figure S4. Effect of silencing importins on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation, pIFNB1
induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of IPO4, IPO7 and IPO8 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with IRF3 and
p65 staining after normalization of the control shRNA NT to zero for all time points. The
effect of these knockdowns on SeV induced IFNB1 promoter activity was measured in A549
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cells stably expressing the firefly luciferase under the control of the IFNB1 promoter (right
panel). In addition, the effect of a shRNA on cell proliferation and survival was evaluated
using images from the microscopy screen.
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Figure S5. Effect of silencing transportins on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation,
pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of TNPO1, TNPO2 and TNPO3 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with
IRF3 and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Figure S6. Effect of silencing proteins involved in protein export on IRF3 and p65
nuclear translocation, pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of XPO1, CSE1L and RANBP3 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with
IRF3 and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Figure S7. Effect of silencing proteins involved in mRNA export on IRF3 and p65
nuclear translocation, pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of NXT1, NXT2, NXF1 and NXF2 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei
with IRF3 and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in
Figure S4.
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Figure S8. Effect of silencing proteins involved in the RAN gradient on IRF3 and p65
nuclear translocation, pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of RAN, NUTF2 and RCC1 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with IRF3
and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Figure S9. Effect of silencing cytoplasmic FG-Nups and filaments on IRF3 and p65
nuclear translocation, pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of RANBP2, NUP214 and NUPL2 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with
IRF3 and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Figure S10. Effect of silencing outer-ring Nups on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation,
pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of NUP43, NUP107 and NUP160 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with
IRF3 and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Figure S11. Effect of silencing linker Nups on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation,
pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of NUP93 and NUP88 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with IRF3 and
p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Figure S12. Effect of silencing central FG-Nups on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation,
pIFNB1 induction and cellular fitness.
Effect of NUP54, NUP35 and NUPL1 knockdown on the relative percentage of nuclei with
IRF3 and p65 staining, IFNB1 promoter activity and cellular fitness, as described in Figure S4.
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Table S1. Absolute and Relative Quantities of Host Proteins in the 6 HCV Protein
Conditions
This table contains the results of the LC-MS/MS analysis with the absolute quantities, as well
as the relative quantities of host proteins in the 6 viral protein conditions which are visually
represented in Figure S1. This data is modified from Germain et al. (2014) [1].
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Table S2. Effect of the 132 Virus-Host Interactors on the Innate Antiviral Immunity
This table contains the results of the RNAi screen on the 132 virus-host interactors and the
effects of their gene silencing on the innate antiviral immunity. The average of 2 separate
experiments is shown for the HEK 293T and A549 cell lines. Ef1α is used as a measurement
of cellular fitness to eliminate shRNAs with non-specific effects and prioritizing genes
affecting only the IFNB1 promoter.
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Table S3. Effect of Silencing Nucleoporins and Nucleocytoplasmic Transporters on IRF3
and p65 Nuclear Translocation
This table contains the results of the RNAi screen of the 60 Nucleoporins and
nucleocytoplasmic transporters and their effect on the nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65
during a 10-hour SeV infection time course. Non-target (NT) values are in absolute
percentages, while all other values are presented in relative percentage.
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Table S4. Effect of Silencing Nucleoporins and Nucleocytoplasmic Transporters on
pIFNB1 promoter and Cellular Fitness
This table contains the results of the RNAi screen of the 60 nucleoporins and
nucleocytoplasmic transporters and their effect on the pIFNB1 promoter and cellular fitness.
Results on the promoter are represented in percentage of promoter inhibition from 2 separate
experiments. Cellular fitness is represented in percentage of cell survival for each time point
of the SeV infection.
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Chapter 3: Discussion
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3.1 Investigation of HCV-Host Interactors in the Modulation of
the Innate Antiviral Response
The current study endeavored to determine whether HCV-host interactors elucidated
by Germain et al. (Mol. Cell. Proteomics 2014) had an effect on the innate antiviral response
[19]. Many of the host proteins identified were previously known to interact with other
viruses, suggesting that a restricted number of host proteins or families are hijacked to benefit
their life cycle, either as cofactors to enhance replication or as restriction factors to evade the
innate antiviral response.
Based on the hypothesis that viruses could interact with host factors for evasion
mechanisms, 132 genes were silenced from 426 proteins identified by Germain et al. (2014)
(Figure S1) to measure their effect on the innate immune response by measuring IFNB1
production. This assay used SeV infection to induce the response in two cell lines, HEK 293T
and A549, which both contained a stably integrated IFNB1 promoter linked to a firefly
luciferase gene. A stable cell line that expressed a firefly luciferase gene under a Ef1α
promoter was also used as a control to measure cellular fitness and specificity for the effects of
the silenced genes on the IFNB1 promoter. From this assay, 53 genes had a significant effect
on the response with 12 previously identified for having an effect on HCV replication when
silenced as shown in the study by Germain et al. (2014) (Figure S2). The other 41 genes
affected the SeV-mediated IFNB1 production in one or both cell lines (HEK 293T and A549),
supporting the hypothesis that virus-host interactions not having an effect on viral replication
could be involved in the modulation of the innate antiviral response.
Of the 53 genes affecting the innate antiviral immunity, host factors elucidated to
interact with a viral protein were almost evenly split into positive regulators (inhibit when
silenced) and negative regulators (stimulate when silenced) of the immune response (Figure
1). The only exception are NS5B-host interactors as there are more of these proteins
considered as negative regulators (12 in yellow) than positive regulators (5 in blue) of the
innate immune response.
When comparing the innate immune modulators in HEK 293T and A549 cell lines
(Figure 3.1), 11 common interactors were identified including NS3/4A interactors COPB1 and
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TNPO1 (positive regulators), and NS5B interactors CKB, NIP30 and RPL29 (negative
regulators). Other common interactors have different effects on the different cells lines
(WDR77 as a core interactor, BCLAF1, MAP3K7IP1, UBC and YBX1 as NS3/4A interactors,
and FKBP5 as a NS5B interactor) (see Figure 1).
Finally, in order to better understand which cellular processes may be targeted by the
virus to reduce the innate immune response by an immune evasion mechanism, Gene
Ontology (GO) enrichment was performed on the 53 interactors. This resulted in "protein
import into the nucleus, docking" and the "nuclear pore" as the GO terms with the highest
enrichment (Table I). Interestingly, the proteins associated with these terms were all, except
one, elucidated to interact with NS3/4A (CSE1L, KPNB1, RAN, TNPO1 and XPO1), which is
well-known for its role in evading the antiviral response by cleaving key adaptors MAVS and
TRIF of the RLR and TLR pathways, respectively [315, 316]. Upon further inspection, these
five genes were found to be positive regulators in the innate antiviral immunity RNAi screen
(Figure 1), while KPNB1, RAN, and TNPO1 were all previously determined to play a role in
HCV replication by Germain et al. (2014) [19]. These results strongly suggest that the proteins
associated with nucleocytoplasmic transport and the nuclear pore complexes are targeted by
multiple viruses to reduce the innate antiviral response through their modulation of IFNB1
production.
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Hits from 293T

Hits from A549
NS2, 0

Core, 5
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NS2, 0

NS5B, 10

NS5A, 4

NS5B, 10

NS3/4A, 15

NS3/4A, 15

NS5A, 1
NS4B, 0

NS4B, 1

Total = 35

Total = 29

11 Interactors in common

53 Interactor Hits
Figure 3.1: Silencing of Host Interactors in Modulation of SeV-mediated Innate
Response of Different Human Cell Lines
The figure above presents the total number of HCV-host interactors, which modulate
the innate antiviral response in two cell lines in a pie chart where 11 interactors were common
in both cell lines to affect the response in a positive or negative manner.
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3.2 Validation of the Interactors on the Innate Antiviral Response
The five interactors CSE1L, KPNB1, RAN, TNPO1 and XPO1 were further
investigated by first demonstrating the reduced expression of proteins by efficient knockdown
in A549 and HEK 293T cell lines. In the HEK 293T cell line, the silencing of the five genes
confirmed the reduction of ISG56 expression at 8 hours, which continued at 24 hours of
infection with KPNB1 silencing resulting in no ISG56 expression (Figure S3). In A549,
ISG56 levels are also reduced in RAN and KPNB1 silencing, while unexpectedly CSE1L
silencing increased expression at 8 hours post-infection. A different phenotype is observed at
24 hours post-infection, in which ISG56 expression was slightly increased in XPO1, CSE1L
and TNPO1 silencing, while RAN and KPNB1 knockdown remained at levels similar to the
control (Figure 2).
We then investigated the silencing of these genes on SeV infection. Interestingly,
KPNB1 silencing was able to rapidly induce the expression of viral protein at 8 hours of
infection in A549, while all silenced genes at 24 hours post-infection had an overall increase
in viral protein expression (Figure 2). In HEK 293T cells, the rapid induction of viral protein
expression was confirmed in KPNB1 silenced cells, in addition with CSE1L knockdown 8
hours post-infection. At 24 hours, the viral expression is slightly diminished in XPO1, RAN,
and TNPO1 silenced cells, with an increase still prominent in KPNB1 knockdown cells
(Figure S3).
The innate antiviral response differs between the two cells lines as the kinetics in A549
occur quicker than in HEK 293T cells with 8 hours post-infection in A549 is comparable to 24
hours-post infection in HEK 293T cells. At 24 hours, the first wave of the response is already
over in A549 cells, which explains why the expression of ISG56 seems to be more or less
normalized among the different gene silencing (Figure 2), while a distinct difference in ISG56
expression can still be seen in HEK 293T cells at 24 hours post-infection (Figure S3).
Overall, the data suggest that these proteins involved in nucleocytoplasmic transport do
have an effect on the innate antiviral response as revealed by the reduced levels of ISG56
proteins at variable time in both cell lines, which explain the rapid expression of SeV proteins,
especially in the case of KPNB1 silencing. However, further mechanistic studies were
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required in order determine at which stage of the response, such as viral sensing, signaling
cascade, and nuclear translocation of transcription factors, these proteins act upon to affect
IFNB1 production and the ISG56 response.

3.3 Epistatic Studies of the Interactors on the Innate Antiviral
Response
To determine at what level of the innate immune response these nucleocytoplasmic
transporters could be affecting, an epistatic assay was performed in order to gain mechanistic
insight at each step of the pathway and to rule out any indirect effects, such as the inhibition of
early steps of SeV infection, to decrease the innate antiviral response. Preliminary studies
were performed with the five interactors.
XPO1 silencing decreased IFNB1 production when infected with SeV in both HEK
293T and A549 cells. Stimulating downstream of the pathway by overexpressing MAVS, the
key adaptor in the RLR pathway, still had reduced levels of IFNB1 when XPO1 was silenced
in comparison to the NT control. These reduction effects are not due to cellular fitness as
shown by the EF1α promoter (Figure 3.2). Despite the overexpression of IRF3(5D), a
constitutively active form of IRF3 which translocates to the nucleus, XPO1 silencing still
reduced IFNB1 production. However, silencing of XPO1 had no effect on ISG56 expression
when stimulated with IFN-α, a type I interferon, and overexpression of IRF3(5D) (Figure 3.3).
Since ISG56 is an IRF3-dependent ISG, this suggests that the reason overexpression of
IRF3(5D) did not restore IFNB1 levels is due to NF-κB p65 being affected by XPO1
silencing, as both IRF3 and p65 are required for sufficient activation of the transcription of the
IFNB promoter [257]. This may seem to contradict the results shown in Figure S6, where
XPO1 knockdown increases p65 nuclear translocation (Figure S6) and should therefore
increase IFNB1 expression. However, the nuclear localization of NF-κB p65 activates not only
IFNB1 transcription, but also the transcription of IκB proteins as a negative feedback
mechanism to regulate NF-kB p65 activity through binding and export to the cytoplasm [294].
In the context of XPO1 silencing, it has been shown using the XPO1 inhibitor Leptomycin B
that IκB:NF-κB complexes accumulate in the nucleus, which lead to a reduction in NF-κB
activity [292].
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Figure 3.2: Epistatic study of XPO1 Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response (1)
This figure shows the effect of XPO1 silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection and MAVS overexpression. XPO1 shRNA 86 is the same shRNA used
in Figure 2. Data is the average of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors
bars.

Figure 3.3.: Epistatic study of XPO1 Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response (2)
This figure shows the effect of XPO1 silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection, IFN-α stimulation and IRF3(5D) overexpression in IFNB1 and ISG56
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promoter readouts. XPO1 shRNA 86 is the same shRNA used in Figure 2. Data is the average
of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors bars.
The silencing of CSE1L reduces IFNB1 production in HEK 293T cells and A549 cells
upon SeV infection. In HEK 293T cells, stimulating downstream by overexpressing Poly I:C,
a viral dsRNA mimetic recognized by RIG-I [317], still leads to reduced IFNB1 levels when
CSE1L is silenced. However, CSE1L knockdown has no effect on the IFNB1 promoter when
MAVS is overexpressed (Figure 3.4), and when IRF3(5D) is overexpressed (Figure 3.5)
suggesting that CSE1L is acting between RIG-I sensing and signaling by MAVS. However,
ISG56 expression was decreased when stimulated with IFN-α stimulation and IRF3(5D)
overexpression when CSE1L is silenced, which is the complete opposite to the effect shown in
XPO1 knockdown for this promoter (Figure 3.3). This suggests that CSE1L may be affecting
ISG56 expression via the JAK/STAT pathway as the ISGF3 complex, composed of STAT1,
STAT2 and IRF9, and can also induce the expression of ISG56 by binding to the ISRE during
this second phase of the antiviral response [318]. Although IRF3 and p65 translocation to the
nucleus is reduced upon CSE1L knockdown during a SeV infection in A549 cells, it cannot be
said for sure that it is also the case in HEK 293T cells, and would have to be investigated
further.
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Figure 3.4: Epistatic study of CSE1L Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response (1)
This figure shows the effect of CSE1L silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection, Poly I:C overexpression, and MAVS overexpression. CSE1L shRNA
90 is the same shRNA used in Figure 2. Data is the average of triplicate wells per condition
with corresponding errors bars.

Figure 3.5: Epistatic study of CSE1L Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response (2)
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This figure shows the effect of CSE1L silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection, IFN-α stimulation and IRF3(5D) overexpression in IFNB1 and ISG56
promoter readouts. CSE1L shRNA 90 is the same shRNA used in Figure 2. Data is the
average of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors bars.

In the case of RAN silencing, IFNB1 production and ISG56 expression is reduced no
matter what the stimulation or overexpression of the different levels of the response (Figure
3.6 and 3.7). This may be due to RAN's role in both protein import and export, which could be
affecting any number of proteins and may be the reason for this effect on the response.
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Figure 3.6: Epistatic study of RAN Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response (1)
This figure shows the effect of RAN silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection and MAVS overexpression. RAN shRNA 29 is the same shRNA used
in Figure 2. Data is the average of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors
bars.
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Figure 3.7: Epistatic study of RAN Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response (2)
This figure shows the effect of RAN silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection, IFN-α stimulation and IRF3(5D) overexpression in IFNB1 and ISG56
promoter readouts. RAN shRNA 29 is the same shRNA used in Figure 2. Data is the average
of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors bars.
KPNB1 silencing decreased IFNB1 expression at every level of the response until
IRF3(5D) overexpression, but the effect remains inconclusive due to differential effect
between the two shRNAs. Since the shRNA used in Figure 2 is shRNA 89, this would suggest
that the reduction of IFNB1 by KPNB1 silencing can be rescued by the overexpression of
IRF3(5D). Based on the shRNA 89, the effect on ISG56 expression is inconclusive due to the
error bars, and would require further validation (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Epistatic study of KPNB1 Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response
This figure shows the effect of KPNB1 silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection, IFN-α stimulation and IRF3(5D) overexpression in IFNB1 and ISG56
promoter readouts. KPNB1 shRNA 89 is the same shRNA used in Figure 2. Data is the
average of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors bars.

For TNPO1 silencing, IFNB1 production is at every level of the response until
IRF3(5D) overexpression level of the response. The ISG56 expression induced by IFN-α
stimulation is also reduced when TNPO1 is silenced, but the effect on IRF3(5D) on ISG56
expression is inconclusive during TNPO1 knockdown (Figure 3.9). These preliminary results
suggest that TNPO1 knockdown is affecting other transcription factors required for IFNB1
promoter activation, such as NF-κB p65, as IRF3(5D) overexpression does not rescue the
phenotype, and has an inconclusive effect on the ISG56 promoter. This result is supported by
the decrease in IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation upon TNPO1 knockdown in A549 cells
(Figure S5).
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Figure 3.9: Epistatic study of TNPO1 Silencing on the Innate Antiviral Response
This figure shows the effect of TNPO1 silencing on the innate antiviral response at the
level of SeV infection, IFN-α stimulation and IRF3(5D) overexpression in IFNB1 and ISG56
promoter readouts. TNPO1 shRNA 85 is the same shRNA used in Figure 2. Data is the
average of triplicate wells per condition with corresponding errors bars.

Overall, preliminary data with the five interactors affecting the innate antiviral
response are consistent with modulation at the level of nuclear translocation, which could
involve IRF3, NF-κB p65 and/or ISGF3.
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3.4 Development of a Screen to Measure IRF3 and p65 Nuclear
Translocation during Viral Infection
Previous results show that the five proteins associated with nucleocytoplasmic
transporters had an effect on IFNB1 production (Figure 1), ISG56 expression and SeV
replication (Figure 2). Preliminary data suggested that this effect on the innate antiviral
response may be at the level of nuclear translocation of transcription factors such as IRF3 and
NF-κB p65, which are required for the production of IFNs such as IFNβ [244]. The goal was
to develop an assay that allowed us to gain mechanistic insight on the modulation of these key
transcription factors by directly evaluating their nuclear translocation during the innate
antiviral response.
The result is the development of a microscopy-based assay, where the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 and p65 can be measured over a 10-hour viral infection time course.
Since nuclear translocation can involve multiple players such as a variety of transporters and
nucleoporins for proper entry into the nucleus, the number of genes studied was expanded to
cover approximately 60 genes to better understand the mechanism by which IRF3 and p65
enter and exit nucleus. The cell line of choice was A549 as four of the five nucleocytoplasmic
transporters were found as positive regulators in the primary screen, and the knockdown of
these genes were also validated in this cell line (Figure 2). In addition, the rapidity of the
response upon infection and the large cytoplasm of these cells facilitate the quantitative and
qualitative measurement of the nuclear translocation of these transcription factors over time.
The IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation observed in the microscopy-based assay over a
10-hour SeV infection time course (Figure 3C) was validated biochemically using
nuclear/cytoplasmic fractionation (Figure 3D), where the increase of IRF3 and p65 in the
nucleus matched the results generated by the microscopy assay (Figure 3B). In addition, the
phosphorylation of IRF3 and the NF-κB inhibitor NFKBIA were also a measure of the
induction of the innate antiviral response and the nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65,
respectively (Figure 3D). The validity of the microscopy using a biochemical method
increased the confidence of using this assay to a medium throughput level of RNAi screening.
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This microscopy-based screen has several strengths: the first is being able to normalize
the data from well to well. Since the number of nuclei may not be equal from well to well, the
analysis uses the percentage of nuclei, instead of the total number of nuclei containing these
transcription factors. This analysis makes the results in duplicate wells, as well as from plate
to plate, consistent and reproducible.
Another strength is that the threshold level set can be visually confirmed using the
software as nuclei that do not make the cut are marked in red, and nuclei that are above the
threshold are marked in green. This allows for better fine tuning of the threshold, instead of
setting the levels to completely remove background levels of uninfected cells. Overall, the
main strength of this technique is that hundreds of genes can be studied at once using a low
number of cells (in the thousands) in 96-well and even 384-well plates with the ability to look
at hundreds of cells per field, and quantifying phenotypes using software. The standard
immunofluorescence technique requires hundreds of thousands of cells, but only allows for
twenty to fifty cells to be visualized at once depending on the magnification, and phenotypes
cannot be quantified without being biased. Our study looked only at the nuclear translocation
of IRF3 and p65 using Hoechst for nuclear staining. However, with the proper compartment
staining, the study of any protein to any compartment, such as the mitochondria or lipid
droplets, could be studied with proper optimization.
There were weaknesses to this assay as IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation were
looked at separately, as staining these two proteins at once would cause their signals to bleed
into one another, making it difficult to accurately measure their signals separately. Another
limitation is the staining: in the case of p65, which is stained in the cytoplasm of uninfected
cells, some cells contain so much p65 staining in the cytoplasm that it bleeds into the
boundary delineated by the Harmony software as the nucleus, where the staining ends up
hitting the threshold and this nuclei is counted as containing p65 in the nucleus, when it is not
the case upon visual inspection. This limitation is due to having only the staining of the nuclei
by Hoechst and not having another staining, such as Phalloidin, for the cytoplasm [319]. This
double compartment staining would allow for the measurement of the fluorescence intensity in
each compartment for each cell [41], completely avoiding false positives measured due to
single-compartment staining. If these weaknesses were to be overcome, more complex data
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could be generated such as which nuclei contain both IRF3 and p65 and which contain only
one or the other, as well as the fluorescence intensity in both the nuclei and cytoplasmic
compartments for an overall picture of the nuclear translocation of these factors.
We performed a microscopy-based RNAi screen to study approximately sixty genes
involved in the nuclear pore complex from the seven different sections of the pore:
cytoplasmic FG-Nups and filaments, transmembrane-ring Nups, outer-ring Nups, linker Nups,
inner-ring Nups, central FG-Nups, and the nuclear FG-Nups and the nuclear basket (Figure 7,
S9 to S12). Genes involving nucleocytoplasmic transport were also studied such as those
involved in protein import (adaptors, importins, transportins), protein export, mRNA export
and the establishment of the RAN energy gradient (Figures 5, 6, S4 to S8). The screen allowed
for the identification of several Nups and transporters involved in the import and export of
IRF3 and p65 at different time points of the infection.
The novelty of this assay is the combination of microscopy (qualitative) and medium
throughput RNAi screen results (quantitative) to measure the phenotype of IRF3 and p65
nuclear translocation over time, a valuable readout of the innate antiviral response. The 10hour time course allows for the measurement of IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation at the
start, peak and end of the first wave of the innate antiviral response. The measurement of IRF3
and p65 in the nucleus is reproducible from well to well from plate to plate, allowing for all
the genes studied to be compared together and not only within the plate the shRNA was placed
in. The validation of the microscopy results using a biochemical method increases the
significance and confidence of the results obtained by the analysis program.
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3.5 Microscopy Results: IRF3 and p65 Translocation
In this microscopy RNAi screen, the 58 genes studied for their effect on the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 and p65 were divided into their functional and structural groups of
nucleocytoplasmic transporters and nucleoporins, respectively. The article identified 33 genes,
in which 25 had an overall decrease, 4 had a delay, 2 had an increase and 2 others had
differential effects when silenced on the nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65.
The Kapα adaptor proteins had varying effects on IRF3 nuclear translocation. For p65
nuclear translocation, 5 out of 6 of these adaptors decreased this factor's translocation
significantly at 3 hours post-infection by 2 or more shRNAs per gene (Figure 5). The only
adaptor that did not have this phenotype is KPNA4, whose silencing increased IRF3 and p65
nuclear localization overall. Interestingly, KPNA4 has been targeted by a cellular protein
[320], an active metabolite [321], a fungal metabolite [322], and a virus [323], in order to
affect its interaction with p65 and prevent nuclear translocation, which suggests that KPNA4
may be an import adaptor for this transcription factor for a different mechanism. Based on the
data shown in Figure 5, one possible explanation for the increase in both transcription factors
when KPNA4 is silenced may be due to a compensatory mechanism by the other 5 adaptors to
import p65 in the absence of KPNA4, as these other adaptors have been shown to bind to p65
[270, 324-326]. The reverse could be said for the significant decrease at 3 hours post-infection
of p65 by the silencing of the 5 other adaptors, as it would suggest these 5 participate in the
nuclear translocation of p65 early in the antiviral response, while KPNA4 handles the import
during the latter half of the response. In terms of IFNB1 production at 6 hours post-infection,
it was significantly decreased when KPNA2, KPNA3, and KPNA5 were silenced (Figure 5B),
which could be attributed to these 3 genes decreasing both IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation
at 3 hours post-infection (Figure 5B). KPNA1 and KPNA4 had different effects between
shRNAs, while KPNA6 had only a slight decrease on IFNB1 production when these genes
were silenced. Further validation would be required on the shRNAs' efficacy to knockdown
their target gene to eliminate shRNAs with off-target effects for these 3 genes, and then
determine if there is causality between the effect of the shRNA on IRF3 and p65 nuclear
translocation and IFNB1 production or if other factors that require these adaptors are at play.
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The next group are the proteins involved in protein import. Silencing of KPNB1, the
main import carrier, decreased nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65 in the first five hours of
SeV infection (Figure 4), which explains the negative effect on ISG56 expression with shRNA
89 at 8 hours post-infection (Figure 2) and IFNB1 production at 6 hours post-infection (Figure
4). The microscopy results show that IRF3 and p65 nuclear localization return to normal levels
despite the silencing of KPNB1, suggesting that the effects on ISG56 expression and IFNB1
production is due to the negative effect on IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation early in the
innate antiviral response prior to these readouts at 8 and 6 hours post-infection, respectively.
The KPNB1 knockdown induces an earlier induction of apoptosis as seen by the cleavage of
PARP1 (Figure 4C), suggesting that the weakened innate response leads to a greater
infectivity of SeV and thus activate other cellular processes in attempts to restrict the spread of
the virus. This is further supported by the decrease in IFNB1 production upon knockdown of
KPNB1 by shRNA 89 (also used in Figure 4C) and shRNA 90, where both shRNAs showed a
decrease in cell survival (Figure 4A). It is plausible that shRNA 91 may not be as effective in
knocking down KPNB1 as the previous two shRNAs, as there is a significant error bar when
looking at the decrease in IFNB1 production, thus no negative effect on cell survival (Figure
4A). This would need to be confirmed by measuring the mRNA levels of KPNB1 upon
knockdown by the three different shRNAs. Overall, the data confirm that KPNB1 plays a key
role in the nuclear import of IRF3 and p65 in the rapid establishment of the innate response to
prevent the accumulation of viral protein, and in turn subdue viral replication and propagation.
Out of the importins, the paralogous pair IPO7 and IPO8 had an overall negative effect
on the translocation of both transcription factors when silenced, which suggests that the
similarities between these two can go as far as their effect on cargoes (Figure 6A).
Interestingly, KPNB1 and IPO8 were determined to be involved in p65 nuclear import in a
NLS-dependent and independent manner, respectively, during a TNF-α stimulation [325].
IPO7 and IPO8 silencing also greatly decreased IFNB1 production, which could be attributed
to their effect on nuclear translocation of the transcription factors, especially in the case of
shRNA 74 (green) of IPO7 and shRNA 52 of IPO8 (Figure S4). IPO7 is specifically targeted
by HIV-1 to facilitate nuclear import of viral DNA for efficient HIV-1 replication [56, 327].
IPO4 silencing specifically decreased IRF3 nuclear transport, and not p65, especially during
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the second half of the infection (5 to 10 hours), which suggests that different import carriers
can be used at different times of the infection for IRF3 and p65 nuclear transport and may
relate to how quick these carriers are in the transport of their cargo. IPO7 and IPO8 silencing
does not reduce cell survival because they are not the main import carriers like KPNB1, and
their functions could be compensated by other import carriers. The IFNB1 production was
reduced in two out of three shRNAs used to silence IPO4, which could be due to the reduced
translocation of p65 to the nucleus at 3 hours post-infection and IRF3 at 5 hours postinfection. A possible explanation as to shRNA 89 having a dramatic increase on IFNB1
expression may be due to its minimal negative effect at 3 hours post-infection and greater
positive effect at 5 hours post-infection on p65 nuclear translocation, in comparison to shRNA
88 and shRNA 91 (Figure S4).
The transportins, also associated with protein import, also had an effect on IRF3 and
p65 nuclear translocation. TNPO1 and TNPO2 were determined to be paralogous pairs, like
IPO7 and IPO8 [61]. TNPO1 overall decreased nuclear translocation of both IRF3 and p65
during the entire time course (Figure 6B), which correlates with the reduced expression of
IFNB1 (Figure S5). On the other hand, TNPO2 increased IRF3 and p65 nuclear localization
during the second half of the infection (Figure 6B), which suggest that it could have a role in
export late in the innate immune response or there may be a compensation mechanism for its
role in mRNA export by other export factors [50]. The effect of silencing TNPO2 on IFNB1
production is different between the two shRNAs, but do show a correlation with the first 5
hours of the infection as shRNA 70 decreases the nuclear translocation of both transcription
factors, hence the decrease in IFNB1 production. The other shRNA 69 shows minimal effect
on nuclear translocation with the exception of an increase in p65 nuclear translocation at 5
hours post-infection (Figure S5). TNPO3 is thought to have a role in both import and export
[86], but our study reveals that its silencing has an effect on IRF3 nuclear translocation only,
similar to TNPO1. This suggests that the involvement of TNPO3 with the nuclear import of
the HIV-1 pre-integration complex [52, 53] may have a secondary effect of disrupting IRF3dependent innate antiviral responses. However, when TNPO3 is silenced, only shRNA 33
shows a correlation between decreased nuclear translocation of transcription factors IRF3 and
p65 in the first 5 hours of infection, and a reduction in IFNB1 production (Figure S5). The
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other 2 shRNAs have variable negative effects on nuclear translocation, but do not correlate
with IFNB1 production, which suggests that further validation is required.
KPNB1 and TNPO1 knockdown have similar effects on the reduction of ISG56 levels
(Figures 2 and S3), decrease in IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation at 5 hours post-infection,
and a reduction in IFNB1 expression (Figures 4B and S5). However, TNPO1 knockdown does
not increase SeV protein expression, in comparison to KPNB1 knockdown (Figures 2 and S3).
It would be interesting to see whether TNPO1 knockdown has a similar phenotype to KPNB1
knockdown on PARP1 cleavage (Figure 4C) to determine whether the induction of apoptosis
is due to the reduced activity of the innate antiviral response or the increase in viral protein
expression or the combination of both.
Carriers involved in protein export had significant effects in IRF3 and p65 nuclear
translocation. The main export carrier, XPO1 increased nuclear translocation of IRF3 early in
the infection (1 and 3 hours) when silenced, while this silencing increased nuclear localization
of p65 for the entire time course (Figure 6C). Both these transcription factors were shown to
be exported by XPO1 through the use of the inhibitor Leptomycin B [328, 329]. The brief
effect XPO1 silencing had on IRF3 nuclear localization may explain our preliminary data
where the ISG56 promoter remained unchanged in comparison to the control (Figure 3.3).
However, IFNB1 production is still reduced (Figure 3.2) upon XPO1 silencing despite the
overall increase of p65 in the nucleus, which may be due to p65 transcription of its inhibitor
IκBα, which binds to p65 to regulate its expression by exporting it to the cytoplasm for
degradation [330-332]. However, IκBα-p65 export is mediated by XPO1, thus XPO1 silencing
or inhibition using Leptomycin B blocks this export [329, 333].
The other export carrier is CSE1L, which is involved in the export of Kapα adaptors
back to the cytoplasm as a recycling mechanism for the formation of import complexes [44].
Therefore, it is expected that nuclear import of IRF3 and p65 would be decreased when
CSE1L is silenced, as these two transcription factors require import adaptors to enter the
nucleus (Figure 6C), and explains the decrease in IFNB1 production (Figure S6) and the
increase in viral protein expression in SeV in A549 and HEK 293T cells similar to KPNB1
silencing (Figures 2 and S3). However, it does not explain the increase in ISG56 levels in
A549 cells at 8 hours and 24 hours post-infection (Figure 2). It has been shown in HEK 293
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cells that overexpression of ISG56 reduces the activation of transcription factors induced by a
SeV infection such as IRF3, NF-kB p65, and the IFNB1 promoter [334] by negatively
regulating TBK1 activation by MAVS [335]. If this evidence is applicable to A549 cells, then
CSE1L knockdown, through an unknown mechanism, causes a dramatic increase in ISG56
expression at 8 hours post-infection in comparison to normal levels (Figure 2), which results
in a decrease in IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation, due to lack of activation, and thus the
decrease in IFNB1 expression (Figure S6).
The factors involved in mRNA export overall seem to have negative effect on the
nuclear translocation of both transcription factors over the time course of the infection (Figure
6D), which could suggest that possibly the mRNA export of these transcription factors are
decreased, which by consequence leads to less of these factors in the cytoplasm to be
translocated to the nucleus. NXF1 and NXT1 had the greatest effects on the translocation with
NXT1 surprisingly having a greater overall effect than by NXF1, the main mRNA export
factor. NXT1’s main role is to bind to the FG repeats of Nups to mediate the mRNA export by
NXF1 [95-97], suggesting that interacting with the NPC is vital for efficient mRNA export
through the central channel. A possibility why the NXF1 silencing does not affect the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 and p65 as much as NXT1 may be due to NXF2 or even NXF3
compensation for the lack of NXF1, especially since NXF2 can form a heterodimer with
NXT1 [103] and NXF3 can utilize XPO1 for mRNA export [104]. NXF1, NXT1 and NXT2
silencing decreased IFNB1 production, which correlates with the decrease in the two
transcription factors (Figure S7). However, NXF2 silencing has no effect on IFNB1
production, which suggests the effect of NXF2 silencing on the nuclear translocation of IRF3
and p65 early in the response may be compensating in order for IFNB1 production to remain
at normal induction levels.
The RAN gradient is the most important regulator of nucleocytoplasmic transport, so it
is not surprising that silencing RAN has a major negative effect on the translocation of both
factors (Figure 6E). This may be the reason how EMCV, a virus of the cytoplasmic-replicating
picornaviruses, by binding to RAN via its Leader protein, can disrupt nucleocytoplasmic
transport, and thus successfully inhibit IFN activity to evade the innate antiviral response
[307]. An interesting note is that NUTF2 and RCC1 have similar effects to one another on the
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translocation of these transcription factors with IRF3 being less affected by the silencing than
p65. NUTF2 is responsible for recycling RanGDP back to the nucleus, and RCC1 is
responsible for exchanging the GDP to GTP for the formation of export complexes and the
dissociation of import complexes [44], therefore the lack of RanGDP or RanGTP in the
nucleus can affect nuclear transport, especially for p65. The silencing of these genes involved
in the RAN gradient decrease IFNB1 production to similar levels (Figure S8), suggesting that
this process is important for ensuring proper nucleocytoplasmic transport of factors important
for IFNB1 production.
The cytoplasmic FG-Nups and filaments overall had a negative effect on the
translocation of both transcription when they are silenced, except for NUPL2, whose protein
export activity via XPO1 [114, 115] was shown in the nuclear retention of IRF3 in the first
hour of infection and p65 during the last half of the infection (Figure 7A). RANBP2 is the
main docking site for several import carriers [116-119], and XPO1 and NXF1-mediated export
[95, 120]. However, if RANBP2 did play a significant role, its silencing should block all
import of these transcription factors, however it seems that RANBP2 acts as a facilitator of
nucleocytoplasmic transport. The silencing of cytoplasmic FG-Nups had an overall decrease in
IFNB1 production, which correlates with the overall negative effect on nuclear translocation
of the transcription factors (Figure S9). Interestingly, HIV-1 targets all of these Nups where
NUPL2 aids in the nuclear docking of a viral protein [224], RANBP2 is involved in the
nuclear import of the pre-integration complex [222], and NUP214 is recruited by Rev for
XPO1-mediated Rev export [227].
The outer-ring Nups tested all belong to the NUP107-160 complex, which are involved
in the nuclear import of NLS-containing cargoes [112], as well as regulating the diameter of
NPCs [142]. This explains the significant decrease in the nuclear translocation of both
transcription factors in the nucleus, especially during the first half (1 to 5 hours) of infection
(Figure 7B), which correlates with the decrease in IFNB1 production (Figure S10). These
results suggest that not only is nuclear import affected, but the diameter of the pore may not be
of adequate size when these Nups are silenced, physically blocking their nuclear entry.
The linker Nup NUP93 is extremely important for the proper assembly of the NPC,
especially the recruitment of NUP62 for transport competency in these structures. It is not a
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surprise that the silencing of this Nup would decrease the translocation of both transcription
factors (Figure 7C), as well as the IFNB1 production (Figure S11) which was previously
shown in Baril et al. [336]. Nup88 silencing decreases IRF3 and p65 nuclear translocation
early in the response (Figure 7C), which corresponds to the reduction in IFNB1 (Figure S11).
Interestingly, NUP88 is known to mediate XPO1 export with NUP214 [128], which
previously discussed decrease IFNB1 production when silenced.
The central FG-Nups are extremely important in nucleocytoplasmic transport. The
nucleoporins that are part of the NUP62 complex (NUP54, and NUPL1 which encodes
NUP58/NUP45) significantly reduce nuclear translocation of both transcription factors when
they are silenced, in comparison to NUP35 which does not have such a strong phenotype
(Figure 7D). These decreases in nuclear translocation of IRF3 and p65 correspond with the
decrease in IFNB1 production for these Nups (Figure S12).
Overall, silencing of Nups reduced the translocation of both transcription factors
during the first five hours of infection (Figure 7), while nucleocytoplasmic transporters had
differential effects, depending on their function (Figure 6).
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3.6 Perspectives
Future works would require validation experiments for the microscopy results, as well
as experiments to elucidate the mechanism by which selected hits affect the nuclear transport
of IRF3 and p65 and IFNB1 production. This would provide details as to why certain
transporters and Nups are targeted by viruses to evade the innate antiviral response and
promote their viral replication and growth in the cell.
The validation of the efficacy of the knockdown by shRNAs by measuring mRNA
levels via qPCR is essential to making sure that the shRNA is specifically affecting the
expression of the gene of interest, and not an off-target effect. Once that is validated, rescue
experiments would be performed by overexpressing the gene of interest and see if it rescues
the phenotype for IFNB1 expression, as well its effect on IRF3 and/or p65 nuclear
translocation, which would confirm that the effect is due to this gene and not an off-target
effect by the shRNA. Another experiment would be to determine if there is redundancy
between transporters and between nucleoporins in their respective functional and structural
groups by knocking down the genes two at a time by shRNA. Also, measuring viral protein
and ISG56 expression, which was done on the five main nucleocytoplasmic transporters,
would help to isolate key factors like KPNB1 when silenced.
Another important point to determine is if IRF3 and p65 are actually cargoes of certain
transporters or Nups to explain their effect on the translocation of these transcription factors.
An 10-hour SeV infection time course would be required where co-immunoprecipitations
using FLAG-tagged IRF3 and p65, as well as endogenous IPs to measure physiological levels
of these transcription factors to determine at which point during the innate antiviral response
do these transcription factors interact with Nups or transporters to enter and exit the nucleus.
This would also show the dynamics of the transport and elucidate time-sensitive players.
Another experiment would be to validate the microscopy results from the Kapα adaptor
proteins, where each one would be silenced and determine whether the other adaptors can
compensate for the lack of the other for the nuclear transport of IRF3 and p65.
There was one study that proposed the idea that transporters may be interacting with
their cargoes, but not through a NLS or NES, which was the case for a p65 study where it was
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determined that IPO8 and XPO7 were involved in the nuclear import of p65 in a NLSindependent manner [325]. This can be done by using peptides containing a NLS or NES
which can compete for the binding of transporters to IRF3 or p65. If the NLS or NES peptides
do not prevent binding of a transporter to these transcription factors, then it would be plausible
that the interaction is not based on these signals, but could be through special structural
domains or motifs.
Another experiment of interest would be to use different stimulations to promote the
translocation of IRF3 and p65 to the nucleus. In the case of p65, TNF-α stimulation induces
nuclear translocation of this factor within an hour [325], in comparison to SeV infection which
requires at least five hours for peak p65 translocation into the nucleus in A549 cells. This can
provide another layer of transport dynamics and may elucidate transporters which move faster
than others in terms of cargo transport.
The understanding of the mechanistic details of these transporters and nucleoporins in
how they affect the nucleocytoplasmic transport of IRF3 and p65 during the innate antiviral
response can be brought over to other times of viral infections such as in HIV-1 and Influenza
A virus (IAV), two RNA viruses which require entry into the nucleus for viral replication. In
terms of evading the innate antiviral response by targeting Nups and transporters, this would
allow us to identify similarities between RNA viruses in general, and differences between
viruses that replicate in the nucleus (HIV-1, IAV) and viruses that replicate in the cytoplasm
(HCV, SeV).
In order to come full circle with this study, it is important to validate the relationship
between the innate antiviral response and the NPC and its transporters in the context of a HCV
infection in liver cells. The composition of the NPC and its transporters differ from one cell
line to another [337] and one context to another [338], and therefore the dynamics between
this complex and the innate response in A549 cells upon SeV infection cannot be comparable
to that in Huh7 cells upon HCV infection. However, the goal of the study is to determine
complexes or processes that can be utilized by a wide variety of viruses to circumvent the
innate antiviral response, in which the NPC and its transporters are a plausible target based on
the results of this study and in the literature.
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Conclusion
This project started from the hypothesis that viral-host interactors are playing a role in
the evasion of the innate antiviral response as part of a mechanism by the virus for conferring
a growth advantage. This led to the identification of proteins involved in nucleocytoplasmic
transport, which had a modulatory effect on viral replication as well as on the innate antiviral
response.
Further mechanistic studies determined that the effect of these proteins on the innate
antiviral response may be due to their effect on the nuclear translocation of key transcription
factors. The development of a microscopy-based RNAi screen assessed multiple genes
associated with transport, as well as the nuclear pore complex, to determine that indeed these
proteins do affect the transport of these factors during a viral infection. This supports the fact
this family of proteins is targeted by many types of viruses for the evasion of the immune
response.
The research in this Master’s thesis has paved a new road in understanding the
mechanisms by which transcription factors such as IRF3 and NF-kB p65 enter and exit the
nucleus, as part of the first phase of the innate antiviral response, in relation to the
nucleoporins and nucleocytoplasmic transporters which mediate trafficking across the nuclear
pore complex. These results are a valuable stepping stone in understanding the dynamics of
the innate immune response through the trafficking of the nuclear localization of these
transcription factors, as well as a starting point to study the trafficking of these factors during
the response in the context of other viral infections for the goal of elucidating novel panviral
targets for future therapeutics.
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Annex 1: Elucidating novel hepatitis C virus-host
interactions using combined mass spectrometry and
functional genomics approaches.
This annex is to state that I contributed to the paper "Elucidating novel hepatitis C
virus-host interactions using combined mass spectrometry and functional genomics
approaches." by Germain et al., published in the peer-review journal "Molecular & Cellular
Proteomics" in 2014. As second co-author, I performed the experiments and contributed to the
explanation for the results shown in Figure 9 and Figure S4.
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